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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNIY NEWS

Murray,.Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, December

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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WITH AXIS

Murray Boy is Held PITIAV,sZDIA31
--Aarisoner
CLUB HOUSE
-Many Local Men in Danger Zone—Anxi
c

Relatives and Friends Await News of
Land, and Air Battles in Orient

As the shocking news was announced over radio Sunday that Japanese su-ieide aviation squadrons had launched an attack on Pearl Harbor, United States Naval Base

69c
E

30c
32`
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_Autho_r_ Discusses
?he Whole Question
-of- Jafran",:_.,
•

-••••••

SANTA TO APPEAR
HERE IN PERSON
ECEMBER -19
Will Visit High

Germany and Italy How Lead
Congress Expected to Pass Second Declaration

School and Lead
Downtown Parade

Walter B. Pitkin, professoF cd
journalism at Columbia University
and author of "Life Begins at
Forty", discussed "The
Whole
Question of -Japan".at the InterCity meeting of.4134-Rotarlis and
!Itotairy Anne:- of. Murray,'Mayfield, Fulton, and Paris. Tenn., at
Woman's -Club House here
nesday evening, December 10.
Approximately 200 guests and
visitors were present for the banquet meeting- of.the various Rotary
Clubs. President Narry J. Fenton of the Murray Rotary Club introduced the following Rota7
presidents: Dr. Joe Morris, Paris,
Tenn.; Ford Lansden. Fulton; and
Atty. Farland ,Robbing, Mayfield.
Othese. visiting officers or guests
introliced indivtdually.were: Albert Wilson, vice-president. Mayfield: Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Moore,
Fulton; and A. B. Austin, secretary, Murray.

Of War

at Noon Thursday -

Japanese Land

Ti-ocips On -Luzon Coast in Philippines

•

City Council
Names Officials
For New Year

dared

since Monday

a

Ittaiy„,was not unexpeet-.

5om

naval

COUNTY RED CROSS CHAPTER MUST
RAISE S3,000 AS EMERGENCY QUOTA
SET BY NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

and airport

Christmas Cheer
und r8 Growing

•

*v_e_to Start
Here Friday,
Carter Says

p.

an

10c
25c

n 11,
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, 15c,
' 25`

36 Local Draftees
Tvo Take Final
Exam Dec. 18

Faxon School
Leads in Scrub
Bull Contest

Districf—FFA Officers
Are Named

-Mrs. Armstrong,
Beloved Countian,
Dies Monday

•

Prof. La--C, Fowler
I WQWI

1 Hi-Y
Marion Meet

25c
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19
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BECOMES WAR CHIEF OF NATION

110.-

All kiddies of Calloway County
Japan's two Axis partners, Germany and Italy, clde
are anxiously awaiting the arrival
war against the United States Wednesday. accordof Santa Claus in Murray
-URome radio,announrement picked up
-b
y
-NBC, and
Friday, December 19. Yes, he will ingt-O
at Honolulu, Hicham Field, Hawaii, and Clark Field in
be iserw-in-B•Swit
RayVut n saatlini4ousa4f--RAincesentativ-es woul
iheippines. thoughts of Murray and Calloway County
children - and talk to ,theitt leggolie -convene at noon today to pass the- second war resolution- '
pemW.'"ivere on the
of local boys who were
things, concerning his *tuna .on
whenstate .of war between this country
on ditty hi the islands and with the Pacific Fleet.
Christmas Eve -night.
pan wass_decT,ared. ,
As the anxious hours, of the Sabbath went on into
St. Niek-Will arrive" Tit
urray
at about 3 p. m. Friday, Decem-• --**•-The action of Germany and
the night and it was learned that a'United States gunboat
ber 19, and will go immediately to ed as President Roosevelt had prepartd the public for 'it
had , been seized at Shanghai, that hostile planes were
Murray High-School where he_will in a radio_mealage heart-by 900.00.Arnerii-AnA_Tuesr_. sighted over the Golden Gate at San Francisco and. we
•
be greeted by the children and •Y night
.
realized that the -"danger zone" had reached the mainpresented the key to the city -by
The transition
peace to war came instantly at
land of this country, local citizens thought of others in
Mayor George S. Hart. Murray
dawn Sunday when apanese air squadrons were hurled
the armed forces-in China, and -along the Pacific Coast
_High's crack band will head the
at Honolulu
base
colorful parade to downtown Mur- against the-American
and of relatives and friends in California. .
ray.- The line will march around causing unestimated damage and sinking two or more
'When it bed•Opanown Monday that our losses were
the square and back to the high American ships. Killed and wounded reached approxiheavy as a result Mile treacherous initial attack by Jamately 3,000.
school campus.
pan, and that a Noway boy was numbered among the
But that's not all. All Santa will
The fact that Japan had made elaborate plans---for first losses sustained by our Navy, we all realized how
remain in Murray Saturday, Mon- her war on the United States was revealed within a 12- close home the sudden"war with Japan, which
day,,,Tuesday,.and-Weelaesday and Iicitir---period- when-ber-forreir-seized-tiiinentrWtrire-and-------IY—A-Cf-Ortiiiesd it -3-:14 p.m; Holiday, had ceremonies and Dr. James H. Richwill be on the streets, or in one of Midway Islands in the
Pacific, launched an all-out ofthe stores sponsoring his visit, bestruck. mond presented the guest speaker
fensive,in an attempt to invade the* Philippine Islands and
Robert Malrath. 28, first lieu-a—
tween
the
houre•
of
2
p.
m
and
of the evening. Chamber 'music
teteust and sal of Mr. and Mrs. W.
p. m. All ,children should be challenged the British in Malaya. The ABCD powers lost
was provided by the girls' string
W. MeElnith of this city, ad) far as
quartet of the college, consisting
In town on one of these dates to heavily in the first treaehercius blows ofthe Japs, and
President Franklin. Delanb Roosevelt
see Santa about what they want the British Admiralty announced Monday -that the pride
I. known, is the first Calloway
Of Misses Helen Hire, first violin;
Dalene Bottom, second violin; Anfor .Christmas-that is if they have of her navy, the new super-dreadnaught the Prince of
County prisoner Of war captured by
na Lou Roberts, viola, and Carol
been good children :for the past Wales, had been-sunlehy an aerial torpedo, also that the__
the J
ese.
Land, cello. Vocal numbers were
year. Old Santa says all boS's and battle cruiser,--Repulse, had been -sent to the bottow.p. the American gunboat
presented by the college men's
girls are good, so every single
"W
• was captured in the Yantze
quartet which included the followFriendly nations hastened to join
one of them will get to talk to
ghal, where it was on
riven- The Murray City council last ing members: Glenn Hawley, first
Santa.
patrol;
. All men on board. in- Fridgy night named city officials tenor; Frank Shires, second tenor;
the United States after the JapanStores sponsoring. Santa
-flu
-• detaehtnent of Marines, for the ensuing year and conducted Herbert. Lax, -baritone; and -Hugh
me- attack, a were or -more declarvisa are: Lerman Brothers, Nawert capttired by the Jape The usual routine business. The coun- Malrath Jr.. bass Invocation was
ing war before the Unitd States
tional Stores, Western Auto S
American flag was pulled down cil is now composed of George S. by the Rev. A. V. Havens, pastor
Congress firmly declared war. Only
McElroy's, Dale
& Stubblefield and replaced by the Japanese Hatt Bart, mayor, T. Sledd, Robert of the Christian Church of Paris,
The -Citse Civic Couocel reports one vote against- the war declareDrug Company, the Varsity Theerut "Wake" was anchored in the Jones. Foreman Graham. Jeff Far- Tenn.
the- Christmas Cheer F,ond is ton was cast in either house of
tioe.„at shanghai according to- ris, John Rowlett and Frank Al-. The receptiOn committee included
- eorg'e
die. neT gate mu. Congress, that of Congresswoman
E.
Beale, A-7-$..---Atiril7n,
g,but
radio reports. alongside a British hert Stubblefield.
S. Hart, and Halt Hood.
, made if all needy fealties are
which
was
"Petrel",
boat.
the
Janette - Rankin. Montana, who votgun
The following appointments were
The color' scheme of blue and
to be reached this year.
fired upon and sunk by the Japan- made:
ed
against America's entrance into
gold Was carried out *Ake satin
The Council reports the follows
ese. apparently mistaking it for an
Burman Parker. chief of police; streamers, candles, ana.alliations.
'World War I in 19'
donations: ing
American vessel.
Introduced by Dr. RiViond as
Silas Robertson. policeman: BarNineteen of the . in American
Men's Bible Class. First
In a call meeting of officials of
The "Wake" was the only Amer- toy Weeks and Albert Parker, pa- "a great man, journalist, lecturer,
Christian Church ,S11.01- republics joined the United States
ip which was to be left at trolmen; Dewey Jones, superintend- and author", Dr. Pitkin reviewed Calloway County Chapter of Red
ican
the economic and -military history Cross here Tuesday evil:ling. it
in declaring war. against Japan,
Rotary Club
VIM
i as means of transpor- ent of streets; Charlie Grogan,
Sha
of Japan and outlined the reasons
.4 Friend
MAO Canada, the Dutch East Inalso
capture
city
clerk;
John
Ryan.
city
attar...,
was
Marines.
It.
announced
that
a
campaign
the
r
tat
/or the initial success of the
American Legion
fais
dies. Australia, New Zealand. Great
fact that all members of ney: A G. Hughes. fire chief: Bill Japanese in their war with the for war funds of a minimum of
and
Forty_______kcal:'- _draftees
will
20.00
Lions Club
Britain. the Free French forces of
dollar' wasbeing
were safe was first made Smith. assistant to. Chief Hughes, United $tates:_____
leave---Murray-from---tite C. Ray
-Tsang Business Men's
General DeGaulle. and Turkey
known to parents of Lieutenant Kit Redden, superintendent of dis"The two things that have made latinened and that Calloway _get/qBus station 'Thursday, December
in his address to the nation Tues30.00
". "Club
posal plant; Gus Jobnson. sexton the Japanese terrible in the present '
,
ty. quota had been set et .113.000.
McElrath by radio. •
day night President Roosevelt ask18. at 6:30 a. en., for Paducah where
Wholesale
Murray
Pitkin
asserted,
"are
the
reaccording to a telegram received
ed /or the maximum effort on the
He has been tn the United States at City cemetery: Willie Biffle and
y wiII ,tfr their final
-Grocery Company-. SAO
vival of the ancient culture of
part of every men, woman and
Navy for the past ten years and Logan Bland. street sweepers; and Shintoism and the genuine despair Tuesday morning by Seine Carter:
tion by the Army PleyaicirEltarnindividuals
are
clubs
and
Other
'chairman Calloway County Chapter
child, and expressed confidence in
has been in the Orient for the past 0. A. Edwards and Relma Wilson. of the ordinary people".
ing
Board,
according
to
information
reports
turn
in
their
expected
to
America% Red Cross.
final victory for 'the democracies.
three years. He graduated from the truck -drivers for the city street
The ordinary Japanese farmer.
released Wednesday night by° Mrs. this week.- Luther Robertson. presi-' "It will be a 117ng. hard war", he
.., The teregram sent by Norman N.
naval aalalerny at Annapolis in the cleaning department.
he said, gets everything he eats
Mary Neale of the 'beat draft of- dent of the Civic Council said to- said, and admitted that our losses
With the rapid growth of the and wear from one-fourth of' an Davis, Washington D. C., forlowg
class of VW when 1111 received his
/ice.
in the Orient were heavy in the'
day.
.
„,
city. it was thought advisable to
(See PITKIN HEARD, Page 2) in full:
commisig0..
At a meeting of the Council widesead attacks by the Jape
Mrs. Neale - stated there were
"Again
the
American
Red
Cross
use
trucks
:
los
theigemoval
of
rubof
James itntaht...pariter. 25, son
With Germany and Italy formally
2.240 draftees, from draft ages 21- Tuesday noon. President Robertson
Is called upon to serve our nation
is the war against the United
Mr. and • Mrs. Joe v. Parker. was bish from the streets of the city
38 inclusive( registered here at named Bryan 'Polley, Charles Stew- States. World War II now includes
In.
war.
Both
nationally
and
}oralBecause
of
the
immediate
nato have been in the Philippines
art and Max Hurt as the purchasthis time.
ly we face vast and definite recrisis no new construction
32 nations whereas the war of 1914at Manila with the 85th Reconnais- tional
it was most im- ing committee. ,
Mn.
Neale
said
18 involved 29.
sponsibilities
for
serviSes
to
our
projects
were
submitted
and
work
sance Squadron but he was detachauthorization
committee
is
An
portant that the following list be
The position of Rus.eia toward
arm
forces and for relief-to dised on November IS at the time on the city park will not be set
DR. J. H. RICHMOND
compiling
a
list
now
of
needy fam- Japan has not been clarified, but
notified of the date of the final
tressed Civilians. To provide esthe squadron sailed for the Orient in full sway until a later date,
and
a
Calloway
County
a declaration on her part was moexamination and of the ilies in
sential funds Red Cross today is
Dr. James H. Richntond. presi- physical
and was assigned to the air cadet members of the council said.
meeting of this group: will be held mentarily expected Wednesday.
leave
Murray:
_
time
they
would
itOO
College,
will
launching
a
hampaign
for
war
State
dent of Murray
Faxon High Serval with
War and Nirvy Departments have school et Ontario. Calif., to receive
iiiitZt Week to report edits findings.
Marvin Toad, Almo, Foote I.
points is leading in'the "Swat The fund of minimum of fifty million head the Em reency Red Cross
training as a pilot.
to assuyed the people that the United
wishing
to
donate
Apy
one
Murray,
Clayton
Doores,
Howell
it
in
noway
CognW.
campaign
...
Scrub Bull" contest, sponsored by dollars.
St s is reasonably safe from InHe has been in the service more
thelenristmas Cheer Fund is asked
stag announce*' at presstime this Route I.
v ion attempts but made no
the Murray Milk Products Com"The President will issue on Fri- morning by local chapter officials.
than a year and was stationed at
to Contact any of the following Ibrt to conceal the fact that bombSmith,
95
Gerald
Willie
Owens
pany, Ray Treon announced ati of day a proclamation supporting this
Fort Douglas at Salt Lake City,
persons: H. J. Fenton. Max Hurt, ing raids are expected in cities
Mich.
Park.
Street,
Highland
report of Deceml.n 5.
Your chapter quota is
appeal.
Utah.
Glen Scherffius Nelson, Lynn Luther Robertson, Mrs. .B. Melu- along the Pacific coast where JapAt a purchase District meeting of
Only four of the seven schools $3.000. Chapter* may retain 15
I,ex Lee Lillard, 18, whose father
gin, Bryan Tolley, Charles Siewart. anese planes have already been
Grove, Route 1.
Future
chapter
advisors
of
the
the
have
submitted
reports
to
date,
accident
railroad
per
rent
of
their
colletiohe
for
lowas killed in a
Harry Sledd, Van Winkle and sighted.
William Lee Barnett, Hamlin.
however,
the
contest
is
lust
starting
America
recently,
the
Farmers
,
of
the
medical
expenditures_
Black-outs are being rigidly encal war relief
here last spring, is in
Dixon, Kirksey, Ralph Wear.
Lyman Lynn
and
all
participants
shobld
show
following
district
officers
were
forced each night in all cities from
lives
"Chapters
should
at
once
devote
corps in the Philippines. He
considerable
progress by
next
Route 2.
.
elected:
the Canadian'border to Mexico and'
at Dexter in this county.
week, Mr Treon stated. The con- full efforts to raising their quota
Parker: Murray, Rente-1: _
theNavy Department announced President. Bred Green, Clinton: test will close May 31. 1942
Mrs. Helen Bailey Armstrong, Jack
R. E. Altman. brother of Danny
in *shortest Possible time Please
Frank Harden Bucy.....New COGTuesday Mat New York harbor has
Altman. a student at Murray Stata Vice -President. Buron Richerson,
The score at the close of De- Felnat. „Iletlian talte,n.'We. must not age 74 years, d wionths_clied at her eati.
Veen protected awn* eabaarin
Ao
north of New COncoed.
_criids• is first radio operator B17 Murray; Secretary. Will Frank vember 6 follows:
by -ndnim
-T'est2 Thfiff-41112ttott.
day at 310 a. m. after a week's
-Herniae H. Davis."
Flying Fortress, army air corps. at Steely. Hazel; Treasurer, Albert
Faxon. 97.500; Kirksey, 52.500;
War-time regulations have gone
Route 3.
.
Hoover, Calvert City; and Reporter Hazel, 40,000; Training School 25,- _. The _local shigtet .officials acClark Field at Manila.
the regular annual election Into effect throughout the nation
At
...hinigeWilliams.
Graves
held
Pubetal
ser*tees
were
cepted the new trObta andwza-teati
Of Officers of Camp 592, Murray, and legislation is in the making
P16,44 Jones. is former student at Don Sargent. Sharpe Will Frank 000.
ray, Route 2.
Steely Waft already secretary of
Woodmen of the World, Prof,--12,. to cope with changed conditions.
(See WAR, Page 2)
Individual students' standing for started at 'once to Lorigaithe the Tuesday, December 9, ,at 1 p. m. at
Idurrityk
Robert
Cecil
Spew,
Only one Kentuckian was killed ,
his local chapter at Hazel and has credits earned in the Big Four are emergency corps of worieteLDeon New Concord Chinch
: of _ Christ
Meier was elected as Heed
C.
Route 4.
in the -attack on Pearl, 'Harbor.
=resented the Purchase during as follows:
Nash of Murray 'State Col- of which use. became a faithful
tar
the ensuing year.'
Honoulu. Sunday. He was private
Everard Raymond Hicks, Hazel..
both of his years Its a Future
Other officers elected were as James L-alfrales,....aoq, of James I.
Robert Fulton. Kirksey. 17,500; lens was Muned - chairman of -a member in 'early life.
James 'Don Caldwell, Murray,
Farmer in. the State Future Farmer Paul Lawrence, Faxon. 17,500; Joe committee .lo name the person to
Loving,
advisor
lieufollows:
Oils
was a devoted Route 4.
Welles of Browder. Ky.
The deceased
speaking contests.
•
tenant; William E. Clark, banker;
Admiral Neste -Campbell Kidd.
Alderson, Faxon. 12.500; ‘Rieke head the drive..
wife and mother and her delight
Henry Lee Jones, Farmington,
.
local'
had
lust
closed
secretary and aide on the staff
The
flag
Jeffrey,
McKeel,
escort; Lolyd
Gin
it Is believed -that this step for- Clark. Faxon, 12,500.
Members of the Murray Ifi-Y
was in her home, husband and Route 2.
.
watchman; Preston Jones, sentry; of the commander-In-chlef of the
Standing of the schools on No- pne of the most successful annual .childten. She will be, sadly mimed
Club. with its sponsor W. B. Moser, ward will spell "progress" for the
Huel West, Lynn Grove, Route
drives in the history ot,„CallowaV by hor children and grandchildren,
W. 0. Vaughn, past consul. Max Pacific fleet, was killed in the atattended a meeting of the Cider PTA chapters in the Purchase
vember 28 was as fellows(
.4.1 who loved her dearly and attend- 1.
.
B. Hurt, Preston Jones and Cletus tack.
Boys Conference of Hi-Y Club at
Kirksey. 52.500 points: Faxon, County. Theirtintinal quota had
Arvin Cloy Mobley Jr., Mayfield. Ward were named as auditors.
•,,11 last week. Woup discus40.000 points; Hazel, 40,000; Train- been set fer 1200 ',members and ed her every .want. Her husband.
-itirs. Peul-faterworth,
Mr, and
Rupert Allen Parrish. Hamlin,
$350,00 and at last minute check- Andy, Armstrong, and three chil_
...jeg School. 25,000.•
Other routine business was trans- of Detroit, are guests of his Mother.
minister of
were led
Coleman,
New
the
amount
glready
exHolmes
.
ups
hadCharles
individual students' standing; for
acted and the Protection Degree Mrs. D. K. Butterworth, and other
••n arid Williams Warnns, seedren preceded her ih death several
credits earned are as follows;
ceeded 51658 10 and., it was pre- ycars ago.
Concord
of Woodcraft was conferred upon' reletivm.
r'ttary of YMCk, Louisville
Four-Robert
Fulton,
KirkBig
Boyle. Murray, candidates. The camp is well
dicted the final sum-would reach
The deb has as its purpose the
Pallbearers were her grandsons .Carmel David
sey, 17,500; Joe Alderson, Faxon. $1700.
establithedith the neer* equipped
,..___. .
and,flower girls were granddaugh- Route 5.
ITPTal and spiritual uplift of the
12.500; Paul, Lawrence. _Faxon,
William
puma/ Prince, 2649 and remodeled hall -an Maple street.
It was predictedthat tiz--ellSi.ay ters) Rev. L H. Pogue conducted
school and community. The MurWillard .Brasidon, Faxon,
12.500;
Bale of Tuesday, December 9
Bank Street,'Louisville.
CountyAkill not be !Mind Wanting the,services._
ray branch was organized last year.
.
Total head--,-552. .
nrmington. Route
einrigeniti
whin.thiThrice representing the Murray
Surviving. are five daughters,
Cattle: Shoee-led steers, 9 254)
pitted. The people of Calloway Mrs. Annie Merrell, Mrs. Mary
1
Club were Lubfe Veele. Robert 10.10; grass fatoet
r
seers. 8 064110 00;
Joe rafter McCuiston, Murray,
county will etipport the drive to Rowlett, Mrs. Ora Wyatt of ConH4king. hobby Garrison. Paul baby beeves, 9
1050: fat cows,
Shopping
the last man-she hill; never failed cord. Mrs. Linzie Renaud; Granite Route 5. Troy Smith Scott, 337
Cunningham, 60007.50; cann go
Burl
Buchanan,
and cutters,
Birmingham,
Maple
Road,
East
crisis..
to
do
her
share
In
any
Castle Parker, Garvin Smith, John 4.0005.75; bulls, 6.0007.50; milch
City, Ill.. and Mrs. William McDonald Gage. a young. AmeelThe local Kentucky-Tennessee . Present at the can meeting-were Daniel, Xevil:-three „Issas, John M. Mich,
Futrell, Gene Crawford._'John cows, pier head, 30.00675.00_
Wavil Joseph, Kirkeey, Route I. can tenor, will presere.a concert
Yeah:
No.
1
veils,
12.75;
No.
2
Light and POlver Company office Harry I Sledd. A..8. 'Austin, Mrs. Armstrong, Centralia. Ill:, P. M:
Crnwfbrd, Billy Rage Ralph TesLouis JItsepth. Andrews, Murray, in the, college euditoriuflf. Decemeneer, Billy Joe C.elpurn, Lee Roy years. 12.00; throwouts. 8.50610.00. has made an unusual and beautiful B. Melugin. W. J. Caplin is Reif. Armstrong, Paducah ,.and Tilmon
Hogs: 170-200 Is., 13.35: 205-250 contribution to the ehristfnasi dcii- Q.'C, Thompsoh, Den- . . gash, Armstrong. Murray.. Tein sisters, Route- 3.
ber- 15 at 8:30 p. m. This concert
nham and W. B. Moser. ,
Is., 10.35; 255-275 lbs..
- over stratiohs of Murray.
-Thomas• Jefferson Hodges, Knight. is sponsored
-Murray ,.Stio&
City,
-Ditty.
citivert
The Murray club inaots _ each 300 lbs., 1015; 120-145 1025z
14.1se.
Riche'
Mrs.-Adeline
BOwlankt,
MrS.-11
M.
lbs.. 10.00;
James Edward Diuguid, Murray. College Crine•r
Aseociation,
This consists of the' huge,lighted MUM; Mrs. 4..13. lowlett, Mrs. and Mts. DiiiTt McKinley, Ft. Hen(Imlay evening at 7:16 for re- roughs.,,9.756 10.00.
Clifford
William
Qutland,, Brani_ through --the auspices of the, Coiitious discussions and the public is
The hog market was 50 cents Christmas wreaths placed over RI- B. 1314guid .Tr..- Kerby . Jim- ry. and 7.2 Arandchildren and ,eight_
•
• lurnbiii Concert Corporation.''and
rdially Invittitr to 'Offend these higher while the cattle market' each of Ithe foul_ entrances to the flings, Van Winkle, teina Carter, great gran hildren Akre also sur- doe.
series.
'
viwils.
„Caen House biincling.
.°
(See LOdAL DRAFTEES, Page I) is Die secend of- the
Mcs...0, B. Scott. *, Mods at Murray High school.
was 25 cents to SO cents kfghee.

store or more

43c
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THURSDAY, DEC., 11, 1941

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCK1

Trainitig Schoo' I FFA.I
. Annual Btinquet to
I Be: Held Tonight
. .,

1

Come To

CHURCH-
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"MORE FOOD" FITS INTO FSA
PLANS SAYS B. W. EDMONDS
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Hunters Asked Not
Cotton Referendum December 13
,To Shoot at Light
And Phone Wires

- _
4
Farmers in County
ment supervisor, Martha H. 1111.
Redouble Efforts to Do
liard, are available to aid in formu_Their Bit for Freedonr
hitting the plans,According to most farm plans
"When at family keeta lecord
now being-worked out, farm proboeit-etnci-earries
seainzi- will'Tell-I&
businss men carry on their busi•
ness, then it isn't difficult to in- wird more milk, milk products,
better home gardens, eggs, and
crease production." according to B.
meat for home butchering, in line
W. Edmonds. chairman of the Calwith the Food-For-Freedom proloway County Agricultural Defense
gram, Mr. ViLlines said. This sort
Board.
ot production has been encouraged
ern
lkiwayalek""a
County
operate most borrowers now are replactug
their farms during the next crop one cash crop farming with diveryear in accordance with definitely sification, he said.
planned farm and..home practices,"
In 1940 the average standarTIFSA
he said. 'These are the families who
borrower in Kentucky produced
are borrowers in the Farm Security
$371 worth of goods for home use,
Administration Program. Louis H.
but in the year prior to drawing
suPervisor for FSA In Cal- their
first farm plan's in connection
loway County, reports they all are
with FSA loans those same families
increasing their production of foods
averaged only 1291 worth of such
• in the Food-For-Freedom program.
production.
-Those who have taken part in
Virtually without exception, Mr.
- the rehabilitation -program- under
Villines believed, rikik borrowers
the U. S. Department of Agriculcan be eimmteel Import_ _ta jalan jheir
ture king. enough to have worked
farm work to Increase the output
out- plans is previous years, now of iternsocaIled
for in national dehave their farm record books to
fense. It will continue to be the
help-jhem p1an
-J.31 future opera- polir-y to produce -tor
home use
trona,'" he said;/Tpointed out dud first;
and this will tend to leave
farm families in the Farm Security commercial,
productiOn on borrowrehabilitation program make care- ers'
farms, as well as others, free
ful plans first, and that the loans- to
go into channels which eventualA million or more cotton growers In 19 States will go to the polls
are made then to put the plans into ly will lead
to feeding our armed
Saturday. December 11, to cast votes determining whether cotton
actual operaions. FSA, in making forces as
on
well as those of our allies.
loans, stresses the importance of
marketing quotas will remain in effect. The otsW,.me will be vitally
farm and home record books.
tion. The national
.important to every cotton-growing family in the
Many of the families are now SMOTHERMAN INFANTS
cotton pragram-of which marketing quotas have been a bask part
meeting to develop plans, and many ARE BURIED SUNDAY
for four jeers- this year enabled U. S. growers to get the best
are making the plans in their own
prices since 1929, despite temporary loss of most of our foreign marFuneral services for the twin sons
homes The services of the county of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
kets due to the war. Quotas and loans are closely linked in the
Smothersupervisor and the,horne manage- man, of Providence, was held at
national cotton program, in that there can be no loans if farmers reject
Barnett .cemeterg. Monday. Decent. - (meta& ia a referendum- C-Mgaa loins la the past have been. very
her 1, at 2 o'clock. The babies were
effective in supporting prices, ails year establishing a floor of 14 cents
born Sunday at a local hospital but
a pound. Any cotton producer can vote on December 1L whether
only lived a few hours.
tenant, or sharecropper.
os.nrr.
BATTERI-E-5Carer crops grew well, furnished
MOTOR
much grazing, and saved large
COMPANY ffrhounts of hay in Marshall County.

ground when it had been broken,
MRS. RICE HUGHES
carried 33,000 volts, and its writhDIES THURSDAY
ing and sputtering attracted the attention of neighboring residents
Funeral Services for \frs. Rice
who.notified the utilities firm.
Hughes, 56, who died Thursday.
It was stated by the company
December 4, at' her home near Mt.
FRANKFORT. Dec. 10.-A warn- that an examination of the cable
Carmel, were held at 1 p. m. Friing wis issued today to all hunters disclosed that eight strands of No: In
announcim the effort far its-. dal at the Mt. Carmel church with
In Kentucky by S. A. Wakefield, 12 aluminum wire- and a steel creased sales‘
William H. May,.,
ofricldirector of the Division of Game Wire had been severed, and 'that
m stoner-I-or ----t4r1-6111--uir anand Fish, against the firing of guns insulators showed evidence that nounced that the division of mar. sting, Burial was in the church- •Cry.
.eleatatiok vireo-and. they. heti -been- peppered -withMrs. Hughes is survived by her "
especially those wires carrying
Wakefield urged all hunters do this year affisted in the organization of-- sevrii fatmer "cooperatives huiband, Rice Hughes, and a son,
heavy loads of electric current.
refrain from destroying property for the production
'sorghum Denton Hughes, of Akron. Ohio.
Wakefield has been notified by
by haphazardly shooting at any- syrup. "These cooperatives were
the Kentucky Utilities Company of thing and everything that attracts formed for the purpose of bringMurray, the birthplace of radio. „.
ihg to the Kentucky -erfft3timer a
Washington- County that a group of attention. This is
not imly unlawful laigh quality
product
at a reason- marketing" of the
department,. unters, either ditgruhl4d b7 K
yery dangerous because if a abb cost". Mr.
_Inman amp
May .r.ata
Oiled tivut
matt
cessing plants Lave been erected", lcuis of syrup had already beim
merely ir. a islityful--- inood. had tric current should be severed by he added. "for the 1.areful
inspec- sold to the 'Atlantic & Pacific Tea
•
thrown approximately fifteen Kenshot from a gun, the ends of the tion, grading and blending of the Co., the Kroger Grocery
tucky towns into total darkness for wire might strike an individual, re- syrup, all such syrup is packed in ing Co., and Steiden At BakStores.
glass containers, sold under the "These-- e.aiDitions-lame- been
an hour and forty-five minutes re- suffing-fn,almost certain death.
brand
name,' "Old-'
-rent4-by- severing a high-tension
nacky more that Satisfied with the can- ,
Dome" end rach container carries
- line of-f.he. ccanpany .near_
the "Blue Seal of Quality"'of the sumer reaction when- this superior
'Tuicaa "in Washington Cou,n
arfment as a guarantee of the Kentucky product-was-a:dere& tee-- orty-nfue Bath Court y
era
firing the charge of a shotgun into
sale". Mr. Baldwin' continued. "and '
sowed 4,500 pounds of vetch% seed high standards under which it has they have agreed
the cable.
to cooperate with
distributed in the Agricultural Con- been. produced."
us to the fullest eXtent in putting
The wire, which swung to the servation program.
J. .Dan Baldwin, director of over the sales campaign."

State Sorghum
Sales Drive Is
Now in Progress
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FINE CLEANING-CAN BE DONE
_
AT LOW PRICES!
-Mondays and Tuesdays, Cash & Carry

47

DRESSES

SUITS
COATS

CLEANED
and
PRESSED

C

All work beautifully cleaned and expertly pressed
TROUSERS
2 Pair 47c

Call 141 Now

SKIRTS
for 47c

Dalin CLEANING

719 W. Popular St.

•

F.

-

MurVay, Ky.

.

-•

Claiming that their taingus camp
at Parris Island, S.
one of
America's most historic spots,. the
U. S. Marines point out that in addition 'to American Indians. French.
Spanish and English settled there
in early colonial times.

G19 In Summer Comfort_

25 to 30 Miles on a Gallon!
AT HIGHWAY SPEED
-
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Calloway:roust)
, cottort_producera" were 'urged this weekto consider the important problems that
•
face the American cotton industry.
and to vote its the cotton marketing
quota referendum to be held Sat- PM
urday, December 13. B., W. Ed- t
moods, county AAA chairman. re•
minded all cotton proaucers in the
county that if a large national rote
is polled, the nation's leaders will .,.‘"
be assured that cotton producers
are studying world conditions and
taking the initiative in settling !F
a
their share of them.
=It
Edmonds pointed out that no
government loan can be offered
during any marketing year for
which quotas are rejected. "Quotas
d the loan go 'hand in hand to
eep the marketing of cotton on an
even keel. The loan has provided ;
a method whereby. producers can !
hold their cotton when prices are '.
2
1
unsatisfactory:
NI
"Because of the loan, the price of
•
cotton has stayed close to parity •
throughout ihe present marketing
•
year," he said. The reasIS their can
be no loan when quotas "are reject- 111!
ed is that it would be unwise for
the government to risk public funds
ii the form of.cotton loans when
the marketing of cotton was not
stabilized by quotas.
"To reject the quotas and, consequently the loan, would be to throw
the production- and marketing of
an - internationally, important crop
out of balance" et a time when all
industries in the nation_need to be
pulling together at their maximum
strength," Edmonds said. and added. "Agriculture has shown the nation. during previous times of
national stress. that it can stay in
the harness and kidi as hard as
other industry, an ft will dirt-

kr

Every eetton producer, regirdless
of whether he is tenank_shajecrop-ie
per. or owner, may

lei
-or.
.„-........._.-."......... -.....--....m.-----.......„
/ mamma- -

•-

Urged to Vote On
Quotas December 13

Names added to the cover crop
honor rail_ this ..week, are IL_ S..
Arnold, Cherry; C. B. Myers, Lynn
Grove: C. R. Stubblefield, New
Concurcl, C.
Graham. Murray,
end G. M. ,Martfie. Kirksey.
Anyone in the county seeding all
land plowed in 1941. except land
that is overflowed during the winter months, should report same,
giving number of acres seeded, to
the Extension Office that his name
may also be entered on the Honor
Roll Names will be added to the
honor roll each week as they are
reported to the county office and
will be reported in this paper,

•

Coy MODEL Cleaners

Cotton Growers Are

,COVER CROP
HONOR ROLL

•
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SHIRTS

TMPORTAYITI You swam boy a
Noun tor note nn•-thlrA Aosta. NO*Dm in IA manta,preeent air
May riivar. CR will aptly al hill tradeIn talus, on the COWS PAY...M.
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Cat In a Conditioned Air Nash
and See How Comfortable Winter
Driving Can Be - and Count the
Dollars You Save as You Gel
liF RE are t... log motoring
mirarlies in one!
This new Nash in the lowest..
juice field not only offers you
I lie healthful warmth ofWeether
I $.-e ConelitiOned Air- hut actual!) goes 25 to 30 miles ors a
gitllort ... over 500 mile. on a

tankful. too!

Never before lima any car offered you so mach for the money-!

Engine odds* newthriii-breathtaking pickup at any speed.

Soft coil-springs are on allfour
wheels ... new, easy Two-way
Roller Steering makes drilling'
and parking easier than ever be.
fore ... e new kind of one-piece
welded 1)(1.1y-end-frame construelion is rattle-proof, twist-proof.
You can even have
"Sedan
Sleeper" Bed-for overnight and
vacation trips.

Ilere-at last is the ear with
everything you ever wantedand today it's the ear that's
more' lout ru .117
meet
any other! Years ahead in de.
sign,iiifeatiirept,inengineesingg,
See and drive this new kind
afar tindery-the"M i I Iion Dollar
Beauty"tistgires you and saves
you

And Nash's new "Flying Scot"

..I•orn

50c

Roam Advt.

PARKER BROS. GARAGE
204 South lth St.

•.

Murray, Ky.

711c

_$1

$1.50

Regal MUFFLERS
Bilk an I
ol
$1 to 02.98

-

$2

•

Economy Gifts for Men Who
Want Quality
•
DOBBS HATS
$2.95 to $8.50

SLIPPERS

in favorite romeo styles of
a bright,.soft patent, with red or green
_satin insole. Priced at..,.,.$1 to

HANSEN GLOVES
Cloth, pigskin, kid, mocha

JACKETS

WOOL HOSE in conservative solid
color.: and bright patterns. Also smart
rib wool sox in all sizes. .29e to $1.00
•

65c to $5-

Wool, Leather,. horsehide

$2.50 to $13.50
•

---T4Mainlainowelife MoreZokiesikble-•.„--------

:44

KENTUCKY
QUARTET

.
-•'

--

PAIdtlfalr it lbw rayon and
silk mixtures in fine pattern.
for young a n d older men
New prints, weaves, and in
all popular. models. This is a
gift for a snarl's fusury-

$1.25.to $5.95,

ROBNO-erefirrerrel for 'heir
snug comfort and long wearing qualities. Any man would
prefer a gift of this type. All
newest patterns and bright
new colors-

$1.95 to $12.5a

•

TACKletlirter-fillektall% or
iseasias nr.cades-

MACKINAWS, h,
avv w
edvs-eel plaid. zip-fastener-

$5.75

$6.50 up

JEWELRY for dress and Informal weet,.complete sets-

111ANDKIKCIII&B
Singlely. or in gift bokec-

Pia

WillAppear On Radio
Station WHOP;
HOPKINSVILLE

•

-7.

on -••

25c to $2

SUNDAY.8_
DEC. 21, 1141
4 to 4:30 P. M.

10C

to $1.50

PURCHASE YOUR GIFTS AT

to give a 30 minute program in Gospel singing.

m•••••

•
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ties

$1.39 . $1.85
$2 $2.25

41111111111rbiWP

wasseississeesit

NECIMES

are a traditional and-perfect-gift.-Our new
show - new colors,
new patterns and all wool worsted mixtures ...

Manhattan and Enro
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• AAA.iii41414.1111P4MA
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SILK and WOOL

CORN AUSTIN CO

'
Mt

AsH•
insenawitrics of Flee Mater Cars

This is, a free program
to the quartet by a
friend.
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by Mat

BEING
PREPARED

-THE LEDGER lit TIMES- T.be..alibrie,liouse announced that
"Kentucky's. Greatest Weekly Ne*apapern----•'• • Lered-Lease Administrator StettintConsolidation a The Murray Leger, The Calloway Times, and ITN us.had been instructed to see that
- --ra. Times-Herald. October 30, 1928
the.----deferise. needs of the Governt. of Turkey were filled as fast
Published finery Thursday Noon at )03 North Fourth St. Murray.
as possible." Thr Navy announced
addltional British. War-thins OW
: Entered at the Post Oifiee. Murray, Kentucky, for Transmission as
-Wadersoing repalis in U. S. ports.
Second Class Matter
'Tne.t.i. S. Petroleum Coordinator
announced 38 oil tankers have been
Manlier
released by the British and returneillithil
ed-to-thete-Ameriant owners.
"
"
1 111-111
119111
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IT IS FITTING THAT THE
LOGHTHOUSE SERVICE,
OLDEST PART OF THE
COAST GUARD, WAS

FATHERS° inir (SSOOLGE
WASHINGTON HIMSELF.

Ihshweiption Patev-In_Eirst .CongressinnaLDIstriet and Henry and

Navy ..Secrittary irraoi told his
erenee the Navy's ship.4saidine program s
about Calloway Count:um/trier beat all projected schedules.",-Since
Furnished upon applieatiOn.
January 1 lean )4tr, ox nij„ the
. Navy tos ;ordered 5334-7erssels at
.We reserve the right to reject- any advertising. letters to the Editor.or Public Voice items which in bur opinion, is not for the best inarest a total cost of $7.353.000.000 and
of our readers.
netillY,tano billion dollars has been
allocated for expanding shipbitild;
secretary said. 33 combat ships were
Dr. James H. Richmond, president of Murray Sialeilauncned keels were Jald fqt 32
College, has withdrawn a-request for an approp_niiitinn.-- more and five new shilis-nnclud------for-a-uutv-buttding-ut-tite--colager stating aa hia -reason-Hi:it-she the fleet.
that he does not consider this the proper time to ask the
•
legislature for-fends for this purpose.
His action is one that4could be emulated by others The Maritime.Commission anin sinkasz_paisitiens and under Shiner circumstances. It is nounced its goal of -one ship a the
be attained this month and that
'a gesture -that would go a Wit tug towaWfinancing our will
art Under- Sala
-defense.effent-if everyone bolding public office would'do plans
program to two ships a day by next
•
likewise-.
r. Thirty vesselsere schedul,
ta..asiaa4a,_
a
-__We hear many--peoplwadmit-idtat-Bnsinessi-leitiet-ga
in
Janata's',
and 40 in February, the
because
()twelves
in
we
find
emergency
in
the
as
usual
on
war, and- the necessi4 of arming ourselves for defense, Commission said. Prase:it Objective
ti1dthi
e eve oo, ew w o are wi ow to ma e sacn lees Commission's construction
director
inhich they are
that affett-there. minstithtions in
- • said. —andShe end is not yet."
terested.
The Labo*Department estimated
.
Riclun_o_nd'a'unAelfialukess in the matter should 300.000 more workers will be'need_
strengthen his appeal foraulliien.tinevease in Operating ed for ship construction by this
next year. The Maritime Corn•
funds to splace Murray State...College teachers' salaries on time
mission
estimated the total number
De.
state-owned
colleges.
Other
those
in
the
•--4ticiumancL.
a par_ with
iesa f strhA
te
.
ch
.
m.
•arn.en
mtan.p
illiterw
itave to be doubled

THE. COAST GUARD RULE IS ALWAYS SE PREPARED.
WASHINGTON WAS A R4AL.151
THEREFORE
WITH
COUNSELLED PREPAREDNESS
AND PERSONAL THRIFT.

COMBINES HELP IN
rentft in defense areas. It would Donaldson Says
place a floor under fishery corn- '
ED SAVING - WORK
modity prices so that price ceilings Murray-Fulton Road
use of combine harIncreased
could not be below the 1941 average
vestal* has helped -the program of
or the-average cost of prodaction.. Wilpe Paved
the -Kentucky College of AgriculIt would- alsoaerovide no ceiling -O-Nal•Club Has Assurance That ture
and Home Economics to enshall be established for agricultural IIWork
aurage farmers to save seed, says
Will Be Done in 1942
products below tli 110 per cent of
the annual report of the college's
parity; 421 the price prevailing on In response to a resolution pre- extension division.
October I; 43) or the average price sented to him by the Young Busi- Figures are not yet available for
.during the period July 1. 1919, te ness men's Club of Murray, J. Lyter this season, but last year 1,608.200
June 30, 1929. The bill provides for Donaldson, state eotnaitssioner ot pounds of Italian- rye grass seed
has assured was seved in 69 counties: 283,915
enforcement of the act through the highways, Frankfort.
the clu4 that the untreated section pounds of redtop seed was comcourts tiy• fines of not • more than 'f'
to bined-harvested by about SOO farm-the' Slighway front • Murraydur$5.000 and imprisonment for not Fulton
ers; and 330.000 pounds of orchard
w,ould be hard-surfaced
more than two years.
grass seed was combined by 480
ing the 1942.
Prices
.
farmers
the old orchard
Nat Ryan Hughes, presi- grass seedoutside
producing areas. FarmThe Department of AlrieRittira - Atty.
tbe__Aturnia etsanizatien, erirlit 78 counties
of
harvested' 7,544,issued a staternifit lEtrfarmers are raid today that Mr: Donaldson nad
or Korean iespedeza—
bringing to a -close theirThose/iltrf inside a
sonal teui of the rd 000 -pounds
and 1,668 farm i
Noon .19211,,wilinOresitietion.-tepdkednn
untrea
L wouldbe
on
wTri.ci
that ;
h
i stripand incomes
high levels The
esaiditsindexn
clover
seed.
prtm
year.
In
prices stands at 135 per cent Of the 31L1faned -the "Fat"
communities to the Eggner's
August. 1909-July, 1941, average-or The Young Men's Ctbin-,-in itt joiningto Mr. Donald- Ferry Bridge, to the scene of opera38 points above a year ago. The De- resolution presented,
18, asserted: "Many tions by the TVA, and to the enpartment of Labor announced its son November teachers
from the tire central; and ..tiouthentaa part of
izuteic of wholesale ices resicried students and
-year pea an so.'a
-crthat
come daily -to urray State ollege The c utiade
been
'of the 1926 level.
and are forced to detour by a much informed that plans were being
Price Administrator Henderson longer route if they wish to remain considered for, the possible establishment of a park near the eggasked 27 rubber footwear manufac- on a hard-surfaced road."
the--Kenti to hold prices wItere they The resolution forther-=painteri ..' P,
Darn . reservoir,, in which
ei4: began an 'investigation of 12 out the fact that the road from Ful- tic"
irthe
evet
road
wallet benign' twat
and 20 per cent increases its prices ton to Murray "serves as-a-alirect
important."
Of rubber used for retreading auto me of access frontleti/Wsi
While in Murray on Neventbir
tires; reached agreements with
Mr. Donaldson was the, guest el
manufacturers to stabiline prides of and *rat- agreitnents of manufac- 18,
200 business men and citizens of
Western pine doors and door and turers to hold prices of six nation- this city and Calloway
County at window frames; set a ceiling for ally-advertised brands of inner- an 'informal banquet in the Woasphalt and tarred roofing products:. spring mattresses to $39.50.'`u
man's Club House.

1•40IyID4tAL APAERrCANS HAVE PRACTICED PERSONAL FORESIGHT
(Krona. ANY PEOPLE. FOR EXAM PLE THE Y OWN TOGETHER
TWO- THIRDS OF ALL THE LIFE INSURANCE tr0 THE WORLD.. AND
AS A NATION AMERICANS 70424Y CONCENTRATE ON TANS
COAST GL/ARC) PR./NC/PLC OP 0E/N6 PREPARED.
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ARRIVALS... JUST
LOOK YOUR. e.E.ST
HELP YOU

IN TIME TO
—
than in -any, other -state-ovined - college, and 'there 48 noth- - —
FOR THE
and similar itetr.s. and extended
.
Materials and Priorities
w Wens, Atrrapelitleis _
Neit
' ation. _
ing -fair 'al)out- such diserimin
retailers and the blanket priorRies to institutes for
a*ed
The
OPM
to
o
the
.
ndting
sentsou
Serhn.7.!IMIPas
aps
p
ed
rap;aria
The -Murrey'4aetrityk-ierecognized as one of the best
general public to make a special the blind.
9tyle A
Style C
Style B
Style D
• in the state, and Murray State College credits are .rated
effort to economize -4n the use of
andsgjaii thaleaAr
.
pata
mymaim
ala-ttv
With .menxa
8°""
settootmeXsP. uom
ar.-high
"
1/43171-rtianaMela
..44passed and sent to the'
a
tiering I The House
an Windier materials
the cost of living going up, some thought.shouldhe given
•_
Senate
a
bill establishing a Price
'season
.
OPM
the
Christmas
propoint
expand
salary,
at
leastt6
the
of
manufacturtne
fac
i
iito teachers on a fixed
Control Administration under the
an cord:st curtailing production
- viding them with aS•inuch coMpensatiCill in Murray as the ales foe-critical weapons to double; bauathaas
„,,,.,e.,assa refrigerators till7Z of a price Administrator
total previcitialy-scheduled Sfxrildise-, state is paying elseWhere.
five-man _Board of Review
tion. and vastly increase the sup- during January and February from
. _ply' aribese vi_fawns; increase the 30 to SI per Cent. depending on the'authorized to modify or set aside
• COLLEGE NEWS BEST IN STATE
number of airports capable of ac- size of the company. OPM also•-sus--zoty strice order of the Admirdstrapended for 30-days its order restrict- • tor. The .bill would empower the
by the jour- crease the Arts* Air orce f
The College Newi. edited and,
54 ing ,the use of lead and tin foil In • Price Administrator to impose price
nalisni:*partment of Murray State Teachers c(1.11e e,
u
rn°ci
.gr
trestlet
aouli;
4 _ cart large
paelIeging..cistaretteg, ehearisig glom --etiiiisigs on an commodities and on
ge chant
under the direction, of L. I. Hertin, has again been
to aircraft Carriers,
the best College newspaper in the state. - __
The bill wotild bring the total eul:
This is an honor the people of Murray and-Calloway liar aie. defense since the fall of
County, as well as the faculty _ members,and students of "T'rance t9/187.980.000 000. the college, will apagieciate and-ire tungratulate the staff Lobar
of the College News-for their fine accomplishment
• The House passed and sent to theThisis the-third- orietwth -time tbe Critique News- hag Senate a bill which eisauld
been selected- as the •best college paper in the state, and mass picketing in-defense labor duthe honor is doubly important when it is considered that P.ufea ban all strikes for oplanlaaall colleges, including the University of lientucky,. Were tional or jurisdictional issues, and
outlaw all strikes that have not
represented in the .competition.
teen
.orien
terka
throubayh aa sec
maiori
ret tbr.lItt the
w.
The Murray Ledger & Times is proud of the College
,A) Black -elasticized
0131 Blue elasticized
Cl Bieck gabardine
4D) Black elasticized
News, and the members of our own staff who contribute pervised by the government. The
gabardine spice pump
gabardine bow pump
„Arline step-in pump gabardine 'Ginger step_ toward its typographical appeaeance through the tnechan- bill would also require labor unions
black patent trim
in pump
to register_ with the Ft-decal and
Ica). work they do on it;
44.00
$6.50
$4.011_
State
Governments
the
$6.50
names
of
The C,l1 ge Nravajik, more than a printing job to us.
It is a C0171171UTlity n•Lstitution and-we consider it our priVi7 offiesals -and number of members'
and the'arnount of dues. and Sees
11.174P. awgLLas....aurz_dutx,_to—da..our_partit reflect cradit_all our oomMtniity as welt as the institution the National, Deleelw--1Wediation
_
it represents.
'IMard to order a 60-daY cooling-off
-periodi arid- deprive any union of
its benettS under the Wagner A"
• JOBS FOR ALL
if."knowingly or oe.gligently'' it alsow that-peace-loving America is in World War Two lowed Comrhunist. a member at
. we are all wondering what our part willhe in the single- the C..vrnv_in Band -or a person conittinded objective 6f- achieving a victory over •J'apan at. the victed of a felony to.744fold unkon
office.
v-ar,lieat pp_ssiblg time.
For the youthful, able-bodied sons- -of millions of -us Chairman Wayne Morsesse-the
f
- finding
• there will be-nil-difficulty in-making a decision. Their jpb President's
la4itsrti announced .Witiernent of the
will that of every generation of -youth" who must defend wase•Ctspete between railway mansacrifice is, - of .course, the ;u- agement
-our way Of life ,and their
- labor .which had
s
preme one.
thredtened
naiten-wide railroad.
There. are_juhs. howev,et....for_ all of us. Defense in- strike December 7. fla......agmement.
R. G. BAYNHAM Says:
dustries need workers and requirements must - lie met, of(ectisa- until the end of-1942, in.
,•--even -if it takes millions of women lo operate machine:4 creastlf.fbe-wages of 350-000 °Var-aflAM 'Pk-We" by .78 cents a
and-pertorrit other tr•nor usualls. done by 'men
",I see people in this town smoking
wages
GIVE A GIFT
The overwhelm ih it majority will not rake an attive and'pe
d* ,,rinel by11)1}
non:
:
n)'0°°
centsanuPenit
hour.
Marvels when I know wry well they
part en"the.'battl.efield. -on the high seas, in the air, nor Stebeontraeting and
•
For Every Week of the Year— "
Small
But/pees
could
nfford twice as much as illarrels
, inthe factory. They still go -al-their daily tasks
'as The House created .14 special:
coat.
So
it isn't just because ilarvels
, •-• usu.81,..except that they can make a val6able contribution st:‘'en-rnan committee of•RepresenA SUBSCRIPTION TO
- to the„-yictory effort by doing their jobs a little better-.
tarie.r a to determine if: I , 1 t thc po.
cost
less.
It's because they give you
11
the.-.1storiness man_ finds a little egtra cash in the t• rir;..1-44..,"—of 'small bu,iness 'to
real
quality."
ktrawer on account of the increae Of rrionev in circulation hauctic dre4eh,e have fully...develop-I_Neitte•e-_____of_tlie.--mcar 'and i1e1en.4e 414,04;7, )w ciinLap.4414 ..rf: _4 at_ roinar.fr as ?Hard tan, hms haaJ._
—
4471141=404114*-56
..'
thoseief--bli:itg-t-iiw.ii- right hiiek in, the form -of -pc
,_
•_;?:•:--;•^7
(I
.tiOr.`aleTetrat:
work;.(3)
-to
-tIftriaoler it-lintes is a gift
A gift subscriptio-n
fense tltmds171i arirws-Sturpz-.•
nili businoss is
iltijez= treat- . that 'keeps on giving. Inuit gift ever* member of
(inner,
Ravnham
111A1
II
1.:11
•
Rexall
R,
The fanner can insul.
t: the future_ welfare:4=1
ed-rn
•
--the family Wil1 enjoy-, You will be,gonng AL-weekly
.X.Etacky
"Wig Mire Therklelleita
morale ef our soldier, sailors DtreCI•l• Odium -of the or_m
ffafitiPtiY-the-IfiliTtit-6----niAls, editorials ancIiiiii- and airtnen by producing more food -in 194. An eXtra 1,ratt Instrthotino. Dirision. speakment. Retheniter the boy's in military aervite and
._ calf or two, an extra litter of,jiig an increase in egg and ir.t ii N't-w York.-sald 70 per Gt.':
TRY Marvels.Ask yourself ifyou eversmoked
the- friend Or relative away-from home.
poultry production will. be .jtist ag' important as.the Pro- of L. S. rnar.ufac:tuking estUbi
26 people or k's-.
dUttion of Mose airplanes. sti1.14,,- and amminiition.
a better cigarette at any price. Marvels are *
143.300 .striale plar;
Of eyeryth
4 ,11.:Aer
--around the hinne and If,
r,•
hardest to finds ilSe
mild, really mild. Marvels are smooth. But..
arm 'that- is usuahle will i ontril.rtiteJ toward. toinning the difficult to sant-loci
USE THIS HAND'y
work
to deft
war.-Take care of scratkiron, put worth atitotruthile'lires
with
with.all their-tn;harrso and innoothnessrthey
.i..hlecte
,
1
bScr.
COUPON-----Where the -tieather. worft,rion-iVern, and save--evering
mdtiorny . .."
'
t7.4
sloa
have a rich, round,- satisfying taste thaf
else thitt contains riL4terial; Oat niay-_bem
_
coe
The R.veragt,..Einerican bells:tea
reaches deep down to'let you know you're_
feated before a great while-, buf that will
JUDI!13
not -t
entin
•s th.e
je-Wter.
It will -only eliminate her as 'an Axis power aietclear the
smoking .. and make yau_glasi you.are!
decks for the sliajorjrar •
• .ronsider ii,certainty.
STEPHAN° BUOTEMPS„ nmAnaummu.PA.
'Chrenic bronshiti',
develop if
your ertuah.chs-st coin or acute loonr tato not treated and you cannot
.
.,,f7c,pd
to take a thanes with •anv methDixie MillsTo East St. Louis, Illinois
lr-s Potent than Creomtilsien
wi-44.4- Poet rioht to the seat of the
trw.iJ)1, Lo ucIpPyi,e,i and 04;1 gorm
ANNOUNCEMENT
• 1j. aicten _phlegm and tad nature to
heal raw,tender inflamed
FREE:
nructrzs inernbrancs. .
- itv buy DIXLE.BETTER FEEDS at.. ther.
I
You can no
Creodtql•-iom Stends beechwood
Gift
speelicl proSearwith othcr
•,a,J.
riasi-satics for cosigns, _
PARKER,SEED- COMPANY...
; ft- rolitatrsc- no barMessage
-tin Matter :Ian. rpnit,,y
KENTUCKY'
1..0 have tried, till .y.war druggist to' •
With
I
a brA t le of 4,1reo:r..w.lon with •
Milk and -Egg
Fcialifaire
d ...Economical
?ion utogruleri*
Subaerifttlitis
•
• . --sat intleklr lia s the cough. perei/
1
22idiaction, See Burgess Parker: ,
-•,r• -rest It lid rep, of ratare to
7--‘-'..4r Morley back. (Adv.)
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I

The sun shines bright around
Cherry Corner today, but the low
moan of the wind in the. tree tops
seems to fill the air with war-time
thoughts and fears. Now, since the
crisis is here, each one is destined
to bravely face the storm and go
to the fartherest possible extent -to
help our country win her way to
peace and liberty.
As we face this problem, let us
all read and study Luke 21, giving
especial -attention to verve 9: But
when ye shall hear of wait and
commotions, be not terrified': for
there thinks must first come to
pass; but the end is not-by and by.
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.
The pupils of Mrs. Rains' room
have received the new books for
their library and everyone is reading. They have been taking Standard tests this week and have
found them interesting.
The fifth graders are enjoying
their study of- George Rogers Clark
very much.
They are making a collectien for
a museum in their room.
Miss Brandon is planning a chapel
program to be presented by the
fifth graders on December 12.
Loury Rains, Jr., spent the weekend in Memphis, Tenn., with his
Grandmother Rains and Mr. and
MM. Walker.
_
Mrs. Pinkleyciroom gavapel
rens last- weeksitAvich was-very
interesting. One main feature was
the class singing "God Bless America"
The seventh and eighth grade
boys are planning a basketball contest td be held this week. Both
teams are working diligently and
..comp.siti.... _Mrs. Loury Rains and Mrs. Kosice Jones went to Murray Tuesday
night to judge the one-act play contest held by the Murray High
_
.
School. -

daughter. Ruth, of Oklahoma and
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Houston, of Paducah, were in the home of Mr.
and Mn. Ray Houston during the
week-end.
Several around here are killing
to/resew,
Mrs. Geneva Dunn and daughter
visiting
are
relatives and friends in
Mayfield this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and
Dale were Sunday -guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Bucy,,
TT. Hazel Lions will meet the
We are glad to report that the
i-ick in the community seems to all /Limo Warriors Friday night December 12, at Ahne.
be on the upward trend.
The number of pupils eating in
Miss Jean Parker visited Miss
the lunch* room has increased to
Alma Grooms Sattirday night.
Mrs. Bertha Rye was in the home such an extent that some of the
of her sister, Mrs. Ray Houston, children have to stand on the Outside of the room.
Monday.
TSInee- time is runnine-.
Eiort,
The pupils buying Red Cross
- 4ter.ign, hoping well still be con- buttons received them last week.
sidered a nation next week and not
The different grade roams will
an absolute wreck.
•
present a Christina* program Fri.

NEW COIFFURES
For

Holiday

BeArepared fbr the SoCial
activities during the coming season; have us design
a new permanent for you.
You'll be sure of alway
looking you best with one

.4?

matter how fine your hair
-or how coarse-we'll give you the sort of wave
-.4sou like best

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP:
Bank of Murray Building

1

Ic
s

WAYS

'LOANS!. Buy the radio the car, the clothes - you
want and pay_cash. No more monthly install,
' manta to Sat Into your paycheck _but instead,.
entail amounts- that you'll never miss to pay
-Mu* of MAtifity-klan.

.1s,•

-.----------:--

ConquestofOarkness!
/A- - • lik"

_

the security of yourself and your heirs by appointing a reliable administrator of your estate. Depend On Bank of Murray's many }Taws of
faithful

L.tcrwr-FROet
IL SAN
5-VA
°LYVAAGDEO::5T
.:
1001 OPENED THE
,
1t7 THE RICHES —
OF THE NEW WORLD 1/
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SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS! Protect your valuables from theft, flood and fire. Boxes scientifically constrOcted. Low rat#%.
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There IS-"p differehce in printing! Next time —
order that job at the Ledger & Times Job _
Printing Department _ail_ d SEE the ilifferenc
One -orde; here usually means the beginning
of a beneficial habit.

.4,11.101r 0-44
•t.
t•stjet
•
v

SAVINGS DEPOSITS!.Fortunes grow_trom small '
1
beginnings. Start now to save ... you never
know when you'll need it

v

,

The Ledger & Times Job Printing Department invites your printing inquiries and assures you
a quality in the finished work that will reflect
prestige and solidity. A great diversity of type
faces and a knosvledge of how to use them
assures individt;itt
e y, a n d original layouts
add distinction.

* -4 L/GIST
LAND
WERE. •
THE FIRST WORDS,
SPOKEN BY COLUMBUS
MEN AFTER M0494‘
• oF A DARK AND.
TASNEARTEMIN4:-

INVESTMENTS AND TRUSTS! Safeguard

001k1
5-

1

How often that ezprossion has been used, how
many desklitimi
adorned, one can only sur_
mise.
mise.' When:an order, a record, an invitation
or a receipt is in writing--there is a permament record. The written word is the most
potent word in the world— a record that all
may see, read, remember.

,

,4

Grove News

The•freshman class of Alrno High
Several around Macecb,nik have School will present "Mama's
Baby
their tobacco down. `me ,aes Mrs. Boy", a three-act comedy, SaturJess Dick, Mr. and Mrs. Pets Wise- day night,' December 13.
The cast
hart and son, Jessie McClure and of characters is as follows:
James and Genneth Wisehar are
Mrs. Shephard McLeon, a young
stripping tobacco fast.
widow, Charlene Linn. "Kentucky Bell" was the visc.se.
Shephard McLeon, her young sou,
of Mrs. Monnie Mitchell Wedne, Marshall Cleaver,
day aiter.noon.
"Kentucky Bell", Mrs. Hassel • Luther Long, a widower, Billie

PONTIAC

.
1-

service!

Oak

Imo Sahool News

"Verbal Orders Don' Go.

• Are You Taking Advantage of Them? -

F014

.

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

Ile-nk of Murray
Serves You
rwv

I- Cedar Knob

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker and
Funeral services were held for
daughter, Dolores, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wirrford Hart Saturday afternoon.
11. D. Key and daughter, Dorothy,
Tile present emergency does not
December 6, at North Fork Church
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
warrant
gardening,
back-yard
city
and burial was in the Walker cemJack Key Sunday.
especially
plowing
the
parks,
up
of
etery. Our deepest sympathy goes
We are sorry to report that
playgrounds, golf links, and, ornato Mrs. Rubye and small son.
Douglas VanDyke is on the sick
plantings, according to a
yhearhr
list..We hope he will improve raps
ing 71ental
letter received by Dean Thomas
appreciating
idly.
•
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. poTrkheerspeorepCeentwl
Cooperof
the
College
of
AgriculDavid Linville, Buchanan, Tenn., this nice,.cool weather. Some were ture and Home Economics from )4.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morilf-andl
fearful
of
losing
their
meat
while
on the arrival nth daughter, BinMr. and Mrs. Jack Wicker and Bill
L. Wilson, director of extension Brown and daugh
.ter were shopcy Lou, weight 13 pounds five the damp, rainy weather was on.
work for the United States Depart. ping at Toddville
Juliet Long, his young daughter, Wicker were Sunday dinner guests
"Golden
Wednesday
stork
Lock"
has
been
a
little
ounces.
of Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris.
neglectful, of
new, column for ment of Agriculture. Officials do
Nei Clendenon.
her
111Orning.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Grubbs, at
4nd-dim Arita Byarftr
:
to see a retetition
want
the
past
tww
Mr
weeks
-al- 1101KeParis, Tenn, were Saturday night
and.-Mrs. 0. T. Paschall were Bun- •
"align the
-type ot-city
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r,
haveand
131a
porch
noticed
LUe
ckb-fiell
urn
'
kike.
sapper -an
a-iti- of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
day guests of bir. and Mret Ben
that took' place during the first
- IA •
his'
"
1 1-.1•Issw.4.41001...bge-saiLL
F1 -vm4r, irraBh aeciarece.
"'" have'lots of room for,his groceries
William B. Morris visited his sisMr. an. Mrs. field= 'fforsworthy the-past week, getting ready for the
It is the opinion at Washing.= now.
girl
ter, Mrs. Jack Wicker, ant! Mr.
and sons Were Sunday dinner 1942 crop.
that vegetable production should
Lai.
uS
m
cYr
y
:r
113 a:
Miss Pernie Mae'Simmons finish- P
c
illin
ia
zN
r-rh:telae
.rGailWa.Artilberagith.war'.5
trifrieenndd:
I think there has been quite a be left to farmers and commercial
guests of Mr. and _Din._ Wilford
Wicker. Saturday night.
ed her work at the home of Mr. and
lot of plowing and discing, getting gardeners who know how Lnd who
Smith and &ugh*. •
Mr. and Mrs. Pies Wicker are
Mrs. Edgar Lamb'• last- 'Saturday Nell
%utak _me:7_
Mr. and -Mrs. i'R• 4..ayeock and ready for farming in the spring, are prepared to do the job. "From,
moving today (Monday) to JackCynthia
morning and . is now working for
daughter, son, where their son
son have moved to their new home although it seemed the order of the the standpoint of efficiency a n d
Is,
Mrs. George Grogan ne
'--!t
-eaffeervettlier
.
Med"- stiOstferitigit-Nerdy
me set
-ciOr.:
.
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r
M
e
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Grubbs, Mr. and stripping tobacco.
l
d
iEci
id
al
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:°°;rflia
t
red
ate
r,.L:e
agest
1leer and spray 'materials, vegetable very ill at this Writing. We trope for
visited Mr. and Mrs. Pies "Wicker aMr. and Mrs. Oat Paschall and production is usually kietter handled
and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and son
while, Monday morning.
her speedy recovery.
were §unday dinner guests of Mn son. Wallace, was in Murray Fri- by farmers and small town and suDelores Wicker started back to
Miss Pat Weatherspoon celebrat- Es.i
ttle HazHalee.
•
meet
the
day aftertation.
and Mrs. J. L. Grubbs.
burban gardeners' who have suit! ed her 80th .hirthday..Decernber 2.
school this week. She had been out
Lioii
-Mr arid- -Mrs. J. IT.--Johnsonre
Miss Ethel Paschall is in A/off abk
because at fitness.
•
• Mr. and Mrs. Errette Williams Almo Warriors on
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stone Park', Florida, to spend the winter pifienee," wrote Mr. Wilson. . ' •
&Imo floor
Mr. and Mrs. Monte "Wicker have
and son, of near Providence, moved Friday night,M
io
g
r
ht
.
t
he
D
e
sc
eLnil,,
c4
i
tioria,
and family.
months. If the weather gets very
moved to Paducah where he is em• ."'It is recognized that city
n- near Macedonia Thursday. cold In Kentucky, "Golden Lock"
are ployed.
ing ha's certain health and recreaThere , will be a Christmas tree
might be down in Florkilei0111 you,
Mr. and Mrs. Ditzler Duncan vistional value," continued th a letter, and a nice little preisram at the almost completed and wt •,en exWINIFRED HART DIES
Miss Ethel.
•
pecting to be serving het leeches ited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wicker
"but it also should be recognized Macedonia school December 19.
IN TENNESSEE
Glad to report little Miss Bobbie
Sunday night.
that the money, time and energy • Miss Alma Freeland was the vis- by Christmas.
Nett- Jones- ha recoveredfrom an
Funeral services- were held Sat- illness of asthma. and was able to expended on city vegetable garden- itor of her auet and uncle, Mr. and
ing is usually far in excess of the Bers.- CterideClure, rriday_ night.
urday afternoon, Deeember 6, at attend _church at_ North Fork
Sun--of-itiee vegetables liaoduceet. " Mr. and Mrs. eta Wisehatt.Mrs.
North Fork., ChtlYet, - near "Parts.
-clay with her parentts, Mr. and Mrs.
Poor soil and kardening. conditions, Mary--Mer-lum,
Mina FreeTenn., for WinifrectsHart, 41, who Rollin Jones, and Annie Jean.• •
coupled with neglect when the gar- land. Hafford Brown and %flatten
died at. his home in the Chihkasaw
Faye Foster had a grand time Satcommunity Thursday. The Rev. B. urday morning, cutting out and dens need the most attention, in- Lewis were in Murray. Saturday
B. Boaz Of Hickory, Ky., officiated playing with paper dolls. I think sects, drotith. diseases, lack of su- lifternoon.
r-fdriteHert-Willis was the guestand burial was in the Walker cem- she wished for little Mis,Joan pervitl6r1,- gIl ell"ffieTtetr• '
etery,r)d-r. Hart was a farmer and Key and Bettie Litssiter, ofékrolt. pointing yields and indiffeeente oe of Miss- Annie Willie and Jessie
poor qyality
McClure the first of the week. a member of Nbrth Fork Church. to be with her.
Mrs. Mary Wisehart was the visi"It would seem tar more desirable
He is suvived by his , wife. Mrs.
Mrs. Rowland Howard visited
Ruby Farria Hart; One son. witace with her brother, Orb Todd, and to apply the enthusiasm and interest tor-of -Mrs. Hattie Osborn end
for gardenillik....to the continued daughter Wednesday afternoon.
Hart; his mother, Mrs. Novella ur- Mrs. Todd, Sunday.
We have a conlplOte line of KoMrs. JOfinnie Simmons and daughdock. of Lynn Grove, Ky.; one sisSeveral attended church at North landscape improvement of city
yards and not destroy lawns and ter. Lecille..and Mary Mitchell were
ter, Mrs. Ernest Nance, Henry Coun- Fork Sunday.
s:Inks ..'. an Eistman, Win
Sunday afternoon visitors of- Mr.
ty, Tenn.: three brothers, Edgar
Mr. and Mrs: Will Wilson and ornamental plantings for the sake
- be received by any member of
and Mrs. Wave' Osborn and dalaghHart, Covington, Ky., Vance Hart daughter. Opal, and Mr.. and Mrs. of growing a few vegetables."
ters.
t h e family. Film in Christmas
and Floyd Hart of Henry County. Adolphus Wilson and-derughter yisMr. and Mrs. Noah Maynard, Mr.
Tenn.
boxes.
ited relatives near Harris
. Grove dauett*Y.' Georgia Ann, have mov- and-Gip
-Gip•ed-cletaghay.
82f90 Aubrey Jonee-rai"--niabout one ters, Gene
• ir
and
Dorothy.
of
Cedar
Logan and Hardin Counties rankMr. and Mrs. Norton roster - and mile Northeast of Taylor's store. Knob, Were Sunday visitors ,,,of
ed first and second, respectively, in
}OR 111E MAN-Sheaffer fountain pens, cigars. glet,
Mr.
tek muMr. Pitman is working at Paris.
ahd Mrs. Errette Williams and chiluse of phosphate dtring the first children, Joe and Faye.. and Mr.
itary sets, shaving sets, kodake
\
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
Paschall
visited
and Mrs. Hugh Walton Foster callhalf of 1941.
dren near Macedonia.
ed on Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Mrs. -Terry Smotherman Sunday
Merry Christmas and a Happy
FOR THE WOMAN-Manicure sets, perfumes. candy, toeliks.
afternoon.
'
Jones Stinda_y afternoon.
'New Year! The season's-just around
day morning, December 19. Every.
,
Sheiffer fountain pens, vanities.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Douglas VariDyke the corner.
Mrs.
Orie
%
Hey
and
Mrs.
Hester
How
Ss invited. •
time flies!-"Ken-and childrr will move to the Boaz
Brawn
H.
and
daughter,
Glenda
lucky
Bell".
The high school pupils will take
THERMOS BOTTLES
Humphreys farm soon. Mr. Van1,111121NIN'S CUOCOLAns
mid-term examinations next Wed- Jane, visited Mrs. G. Byars and
Dyke is. suffering with rheumatism
DOUBLE K
IN.BOAC
Inez
a
while
Thuisday
night
while
nesday and Thursday.
Band
Followed
Capital
at this writing. We hope he imMembers - of . the'Home Ec class the men weretaking down tobacco. proves
rapidly.
011ie- Smotherman is improving
made little dolls 'boys and girls)
Washington -t;ecame our nation..
ANy MANY OTHER GMPTS- AM BOTH—
"Golden L•ekm was a businets
out of wool thread and sold them from a recent illness.
capitalin 1630 and the U. S. 11.,
caller
at
the
Ledger
&
Times
ofMt
and
Mrs.
M.
M.
Lovffer
were
at the ball game last Friday night.
fice Tuesday. It's always pleasant nines, together with theirrpow
fitOUs• band, m6Yed
They were made of our school in Murray Tuesday of last week.
their head
to
call on this staff. ..•
William
B.
Morris was just bub•tors, bine and gold.
quarters front Philadelphia to tieMr.
and
Mrs.
Other
Thaschall,
bling
on,
over
with
joy at his Pa Byars'
The third graders are studying
of Our close frigids and neighbors; new capital the same year.
'Corner Drug Store
the life of Jesus.- They are learn- Saturday over the new knife his
Murray, Kentucky
lost
one of their nice, fattened hogs,
ing Bible verses. songs and stories., daddy had given him. It takes only
Murray. the birthplace of radio.
they
which
were
to
slaughter
soon,
Our bulletin board is beautiful a • small gift to gladden a little Saturday.
We regret this loss.
with colored piciures of Jesus. At child's heart.
azz,
Rupert Orr, who left a fiav weeks
Fred'
Paschall
was
in
Murray
the back of the room they have a
ago for New Mexico for the recovFriday afternoon.
freize showing the wise men, the
Robbie Jones has been very ill ery of his health, writes back to
little town of Bethlehem, the
with
a cold but is improved at this his relatives that he feels improved.
shepherds _and angels. They have
,Here's hoping a very speedy rewriting.
also made many lovely decorations.
covery for Miss Lockie Byars, who
Lewis Cosby was a business visitor at the 0. T. Paschall mill Sat- has been ill for several weeks.
Ben Byars purei&sed a car from
urday afternoon. Mr. Paschall get*
quite a lot of grinding at his milL Luther 4tcClain last week. He
wanted. the motor to pull ii,"s4w.
"Golden Lock", together with her
Mrs. =she Key has been deepparents, was _thrilled. to see and
rating the dwelling where the, will
talk with the Rev. and Mrs. 'J. H.
Thurman in Murray Friday. The Move soon. It is the Mrs.' Willie
Milstcad farm.
Rev. Thurman was their former
Mrs. Arlis Byars has purchased I
pastor at the Oak Grove Church
-"Golden
and his good prayers and kind some new furniture.
words are still being remembered. Lock".
Mr. and Mrs. Arlis Byars were
Sunday dinner guests of his parents.
Sales and
Mr and Mrs. Ben Byars.
Mrfiaad 1Stra. 0. T. Paschall, Mr.
Service
and Mrs. Charlie Morris, and Mr.
MOTOR
and Mrs. Jack Wicker were in the
COMPANY 511
B_yars home Sunday afternoon.
4 ...
Mr. and Mrs. George Pitman and I
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School

Cold weather and, hog killing
time seems to be the prder of the
day. -Earl Stone butchered three
nice hogs yesterday. They weighed
over 1,100 pounds.
I-wish to correct a mistake made
in- week before last's news. Mrs.
Tom Linville was the one who was
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cast are enjoying rehearsals very class will eceltrIbute Oki* nUM
the-olsagia-PreitramMurk, -Potoom 'everting qf
entertaizonent, be at tho . Lynn hers of the faculty are resPonsible
immediately after
ay evening, December 1S. The the ahaPel Piogr.am. the classes
&an
'
. _annual.Ctialatrnisa- program'
will- be _Ereaentect at our school admission will be 10c and 20c.. • ivilt go to their respective rooms
or -air *04/Mimi program and ex,Deceniber 14,
Scents Alread tees& of llamas
elmtige of gifts, Refreshments will
Scoot
Boy
'students
chosen
Grove
The
Lynn
70
.Proximately
,
rerider Troop TO attended the Hippy Val be served after which_ we will be
one to
Irtan grades
. \
trios ley District Court of Honor. whic dismissed until December 31.
solos,
the various choruaes,
The walls of our _cafeteria are
An army of nutrition workers, scienand other. vocal selections of the was , held at the First Christian being repainted.
this, physicians and others in the public
From 215 to . 230
Costumes. selections Church. at Murray. last Tuesday
program
health field are engaged in an all-out
Students are .served each day and- sierierv- have been oorariges14-evootalag_ _ The bova -repotted an
health defense effort to conquer
our cafeteria. The menu for next
nutrition, novt-recognized as Americas
in' keeping avith, the. Christmas enjoyable evening. Eight of the week is as follows: Monday-Italifoot
:
Tend'
presented
No. 1 h-alth problem.
motif. There is no °omission' boys " were
an
spaghetti,
cabbage
solar,
oat
Boy
are proud of our
In this program to make America
'charge and cooly one is cordially badges. We
meal,
stewed
prunes,
and
corn
strong
by Making Americana stronger,
and it has been
invited to attend this program arid Seout organization,
muffins:
Tuesday-talackeyed
peas
feeding
the family is the homemaker's
and
school
groat
our
help
to
a
of
-.share with us the Christmas
most important task. It is a teak made with pork, greens, sweet potatoes,
community.
.
.4
easier by g.kmeledgs aimed *Lancia'
and tociav. Mug GSNFM---.ENNUEZNMA;
7r--"Tdretitilty afterneOlOWNIWer
marlifffMni
aad of the factors swamis/Iae
cliristgreen.Deans,
beans, lima beans, corn -mutZaal
.
3Main
uate diet.
muL
•r .
ajAie.
tim ilfial
_-soakPicture.
aw
.
coated
pi
Value of
be
wtit
vegetable soup, corn muffins, oatSadte:'
till -the
—
stitiottrtHerisate-sanielvesee 5901550504 by
P meal cookies and grapefruit:
7)Latong the diet factors, praliVisas
1Ftidaa- rn
.the Teiwess Ott Company and pre- Agy---grifens, oats, beans. corn
f.-st as a body-builder. About 111 per
_ Grove High School. •-Stiparratition.;
Motor
_thePryOr
C
om
by
wilted
ono
went
:
of -the human body esasists of
-tamcoot
araplay-Sadie- is
and thee.et potato volcano.
prote.iaalSo life exists without it. ProMarraY. The Picture
everything! _This is orie-Of the PartY O
Basketball
News
'Inn is necessary for building and reof locating and
itihnlest plays./ever presented ar4sh4irad the his:cry
The Lynn Grove basketball te
pairing body tissues. It furnishes energy
methods if
•drlIng-oil Ne: .s Lad
p
cum Au!).k14,44nketigtj.:
Anapest:sten owe
certain
hormones which hive a specinc
last- Friday evening on the Hazel
action
on
vigor
and general efficiency.
floor. The scores for-the first team
The word, "protein' was coined in
To Dismiss December 19
game -was 15-12. Our second team
*
1838 by Mulder, a Dutch chemist, from
be dismissed at noon. .was arictoriotts with a
score of 21the Greek word. "proteois," meaning "in
Friday- December 19. !Or a '12 day
place." Proteins differ greatly be.:first
Chrf,t7net vacation_ A general as-next game is to be played. ._ cause they are made up of various
.ilt-oe -held fii-dieogyrnO
amino acids known as "building stones."
with the Farmineon netters De_Erielajf _morningCOMPANY
When protein is digested these amino
cember 12, on the Farmington floor.
acids are set free and are reconstructedThe Cedcord Redbirds will play
to fit the needs of each body cell
the Lynn _Grave Wildcats at Lynn
A plentiful protein supply is imperative for good health. Persons subsisting
Grove on Tuesday night, Decemon low-protein diets show slowness in
ber 16. This is our last game bemenial reaction, lowered resistan-e to
fore the Christmas holidays.. Both
disease and other ill effects. Authorities
and. second teams will play,
recommend about 14 gram or pref.(ably_
the
- begiong at
2/3 gram per pound of body weight as
o'clock. •
the daily protein requirement. Thus a
man weighing 155 pounds inquires
shoutTOO''grams of protein daily -The first and second graders are
ounces, Children require two
busily engaged in the making of .about_3.5
to three times as much protein per unit
Recluse they %sutras all necessary
Christmas decorations for their
body weight as adults.amino acids, proteins of animal origin
room. - They are building a church
-meat, milk, cheesg_and eggs-rank
Protein In Reducing *brat
in connection with their Christmas
highest nutritional's+ led are called
project.
.
Contrary to former beliefs that high "complete" protein*. Half of the daily
protthiBiets cause kidney disease. phy- protein intake should be of animal
The second and third grades in
ANN
mare 9
ELEANOR
sicians'now use suck diet. in treating origin. Glandular meats, such as liver
Mrs:.Fowler's room are constructlidney ailment*. Dr.Iwo K. Campbell, and kidney, contain .pnnein of guyInt a fire place. They have a
Rah Medical College, Chicago, has
.
high value.
.
been puking candles as a Christ- -.shown that on diets high la plotein,
mas project.
isks CAMILL•istilELTIII• Veglii111101
Settees of Protein
over-weight persons lost 8 to 12 pounds
monthly. fie also pos.. I the valui of a
The accompanying chart, carrying the
hieiprotein diet fug
gaining.
seal of acceptance of the (-mined on
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Thel.Ad4..home In-Hardin. occupied by Qaylon Smith and family,
Mrs. J. G. Ladd is in a 'critical was damaged by fire monday mornat-the-home-of-her daughing when
In --the- roof --ter, Mrs. Carlos Roberts, at Alrno. at
the year of the building.
burns/a
caused
by
Her- condition
Miri-"To-iiirciitio
-Was relkased
received when her clothing ignited from the U. S. Army
some days
in front of an open grate -in her
because of health conditions,
ago
room one mornioglast week:.
arrived home Sunday night from
The Rev. W. T. M. Jones was the Veterana Hospital at Outwood,
to
Oakton,
Ky..
Saturday
called to
Yes, the declaration of. war is
conduct funeral services for Robert causing . qtaite a lot of Comment
Adams
was
(Bob) Adams, 08. Mr.
here, but so Par as this :scribe has
a native of the North Central part heard we are 100 per, cent for the
of Graves County but had resided decision of our national leaders. In Hickman County for many years. We believe our President and ConThe Rev. Jones was accompanied gress have done the only wise
by the. Rev. T. C. Brown of Benton. thing.
_-Monday was Trade _PLY .sgapJt
aakt_iaohnseit. -fg
in aod Mille a kriieritl Wei'
Altnis,-t&gesdpixt riEsta Of Marwas
ik.11%!C-Xel-LCMS.DEP
ent vath his goods. Sueit ings as
Msh. T. C. Brown,,of lattort, and •
dogs, hogs, work stock, guns, auto- Miss Elizabeth 'Watkins, of Olive,mobiles, and "what have you?" lopent Saturday with Mrs. W. T. M.
ere in the trading ring.
I Junes.
Mrs. W. T. It. Jones has been
confined tritell'ante last Thursday.
Murray, the Birthplace' Of Radio.
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SATURDAY ONLY

Junior Red Cross_,
News

Our newest enrollments are New
Providence. Edge Hill. Kirk's Ridge,
Almo. and Lynn Grove:. -School. a line member, has reolterailed. We lach_onlY aew.icbon1
enrollments to be 100 per eent..
wirw4 Douglas SchooLempects to JOLTS -this
week. Murray City School has reenrolled. That leaves Only Faiebn
mallo4 Ewa
and ,Kirksey. of the high schools,
with
who have not joined. We have not
heard from Landon. Palestine,
Macedonia, Heath. Thorns:aeon, and
Russell's Chapel We urge you. to
fill out the enrollment blank careFRANK IE THOMAS ROY HARRIS
fully and send it at once to Mrs.
C. S. Lowry. at Murray. with you
fee.
There will be a meeting of the
JRC County Council for Elemen-MA
FM
tary Schools on Saturday. December 20. in the Little Chapel at the
college. The meeting will begin at
9.45 a m. and will adjourn before
noon. All one and two room schools
in the county and all grade schools
are invited Aqsensl one official dela
egate and at least one teachertg
risionsor to this meeting.- It is essen-

gAlICAN Edmond LOWE
teen NORM Fr1kilLETS011SUNDAY AND MONDAY

1111111E-HAYWORTH
4,-

V.
r
Elt?

Bt—CHLEY

-.JOHN HUBBARD

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

"HENRY ALDRICH
colt PRESIDENT
JIMMY LYDON
1.1.01E PREISSER • Outs AMENERSCHN
CHARLES SMITH • MARTHA CrOttSCOLt
VAUGHAN GLASER

NEXT THURSDAY-AND FRIDAY

that we may perfect our organizetin, Don't fall to come.
-Be sttre.that yetir school has a
delegate webs. can report on your
JRC activities and ask him to wear
the JRC armband. if',mar school
has received one. If you do not have
yours. it will be given to your.deeiate at the meeting. Urge all the
boys- and .girls in Your school to
attend the meeting, if they wish. It
is important that teachers, attend.
Members of he JRC'Council also are
invited. The 1111th School Council WM not
be organized until after christmas,
when we hope to have all high
schools in the county enrolled.
, „Bean .make -this meeting a success.

I
Foods ant Nutrition of the Anserican
Medical Associatituu allows the relative
amounts of protein furnished by dif.
fermi foods,
on average servings.
Three stars opposite a food indicate that, :o
its protein is of high quality.
A sufficient daily protein supply of
rinimal origin is furnished by 2 servings.
of meat, or/by 1 serving of meat, 2.
slimes of Milk and 2 eggs. The addi
tional protein Deeded in the diet may
be obtained frees more of these foods
sail from cereals, legumes, etc.

,

S. Pleasant Grave
.rtingratulations to kri.-Ond Mrs.
e Owens on the arrival of a
irtee.n pound daughter.
• Carhas Erwin, who- teaches in
and - Miss- Robbie
who teaches at Munsfeadville„ By:,
were the week-end guest* of their
RiPareitta. Mr. and firs. Will
wit) and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
win and other relatives.
- Dr. Atlia Ellis of Providence, Ky.,I
Dr. Clament Ellis'-'ot Lexington
and, their families and- Frank Bilis of Waitngton. D.00.y. were In
the county last week .for a visit
with relatives.
Sam Morris, who sPoke over a'
Texas radio, station recently, said
war and liquor were twin dogs of
hell.
Yet our nation legalised.
booze. Many will recall heeling
Mr. Mortis speak at Murray, last
August on the liquor questio%
Rev. Marrs, formerly of Murray,
in a talk some years ago at Pleasant Grove siid anyone-who
there 'was as much drinking with
pro_ hibition as there was with

DEAN .

IS 1...,1%

$24"

-t_

•
Al

4

sented or Were ignorant of the
booze curse.
•=- •
Bob Orr, who recently underWent a- minor operation at-the hospital, was able to return to his
home Saturd y

NOW — More Than Ever — YOU
NEED SUNBURST MILK!
This is the -danger month- when you
need-the vitamins in Sunburst milk to
build up your resistance against colds.
It is. vital health protection—serve it
with every meal! You need it.
•

SHOP
EARLY
di

•

minute
theappoimtments. Stop in now and see tile wide wisetits of our, now fiamilton ...tama just received.
ere's how to avoid lest

Murray Milk Products

Read the cla.ssitied column.

_
Telephone inCOMPANY
Murray, Ky.
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are ever observed in the Secylce, Comfort
and Convenience of the

THE SOH Of
DikAry, CROCKETT_,
.i.h IRIS MEREDITH • DUB TAYLOR
-111A PICTURE'
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Give Slips for
—Christmas!
Silk Sheers

$1'95

OPEN-EVERY EVENING UNTIL CHRISTMAS

A gift she'll love you for-silk
gae,inga 3-thread sheers, reierit t nd Ion% wearing in
shion•s favorite shades. Picot tope..8!4-1014.

Others $1.49 to ;2.25

Gun-blazin'
adventure..
in' thrills..
when this
, battlergo*
into actipnt

I?

.
Also complete Itne of Elgin and Westfield watches, lad'ik
and gents' ringsr-isatbsr goOd,--wilverware-,
s
tam n pens and pencils.
•
Your name on all leather goods and pens and pen,+Is-envaved in 23 karat gold—FREE!

fightin for Glory And Uncle Sam!
fIst fling.

VINCI NT

eoiii•filled

The Perfect Gift!

$1.00
Cihers to ;1.95

Ever welcome gifts-slips.
'Tailored, lacy styles . . .
bra-top. fitted midriff. types.
Rayon crepes, satins. White,
tearose, black. 32-40.

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
AppoIntmeuM and Most

H. B. BAILEY

Reasonable Rates
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22 at 7:45 p.m. in the First United
annual Christmas lighting contest Sugar Creek Missionary
Russell and the hostesses.
'Woman's Club to Hear Program
Brethern Church in the Ohio city.
terest is thift .of the marriage 01
in the homes of Murray, and a com- Satiety Meets Thursday
Those sending gifts incuded Miss Of Music Department
Miss Pauline Marye Raisor of LexTinsley
of
is the seri
Mr. and
The following account from the Mr.
Amy Osborn, Mesdames The., Wilmittee was appointed to work out
ington. Ky.. and A.- Y. Shankle
The
Woman's
Missienary
Union
Mrs.
Charles I.. Tinsley of Lynn
Bristol Herald, of Bristol, Va., of
Friday, December 12
liams.
Music
J
D.
Roberts.
club
will
The
J.
H.
Thurman,
hold
the
details. But, following the sudden of Sugar Creek Baptist•Church met
which was solemnized on Tuesday,
l'slov. 30; svittstie of interest to Grove.
The Women's Society of ChrisVernon Moody. Marvin Felton, regular meeting on Tuesday eveDecember 2, at the home of the
friends in Murray where the groom
The Rev. Paul M.. Herrick of- tian Service will give a reception &duration of 'war on the part of Thursday, November 27, for its Robert Jones, Graves Sledd, !All- ning, December 18, at 7:30 o'clock Rev.
W. H. Horton. of Mayfield,
has often, visited his aunt, Kra. J. ficiated. Patios, chrysanthemums at 7:30 p.m. at the Woman's club our country, the committee felt, !loyal Service program with four- burn Evans, Grayson McClure, Ru- at the club house.
who read the single ring ceremony.
members and one
visitor dolph Howard, Kirk Pool, Leonard
A. DUlaney. Mrs. Dulaney and and candles were used to decorate house in honor of the new pastor, after conferring with officers and teen
At 8 o'clock members of the enThe
bride was attired in a teal
psesent.
Gene Dulaney were guests at the
members, that it was our patriotic
Walker, A. A. Doussherty, T. C tire Woman's Club are invited
the church. Norman Jones, organ- the Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr., and duty
An interesting Thanksgiving pro- Collie, Truman Smith, Grady Mil., attend a program presented by to blue frock with black accessories
weddiog.
to conserve electricity for
Mrs. Mullins. All members of the
the
and wore a corsage of Johanna Hiil
Of cordial interest to a wide ist, and Regina Troutman, soloist, church are invited to attend.
defense, afia the contest was call- gram was given, which was con- ler and A. 0. Woods,
Choral Club of the Music Departcluded with prayer by Mrs. Robert
circle of friends Was the Marriage presented the program of nuptial
ed off.
isent at which time they will be roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Shankle left imlast evening of Miss Helen Eliza- music.
. Saturday, December 13
ci,Sightfully entertained with ChristAt the conclusion of the program Parker.
Those present were Mrs. Bub Lynn Grove Homemakers Hold
both Maiden, daughter of Mr. and
The Mozart Music Club will meet dainty refreshments were served by
me- music and other appropriate mediately following their marriage
Attending the bride as matron
for..
Sewing
All-Day
for
Nashville and other points lir-Red
Craps
--Idaupin, Mrs. Elvie Summners, Mr.s
Mrs. £rnast. E. Maid
numbers. It is hoped that a large
.
The hostesses.
Imam of
of Meadow- of jumee_.was her sister, Mrs.-Leo at -3 o'clock at the -home at"BMW
Tennessee.
?Althorn Adams; Mrs. Toy Falwelt,
vievP, Var. and the ROM
and
Roberta
Fol.'
number
will
attend.
.
•
s of Maron
•
ember
11.4
oPri--Zimmerman, who wore turcustese
26, the following
The bride has been a nuns its
4111P
The Alpha_
SamuelRobi
G2.41•MilikseerkisAlIcItV
The Music Club announces the
Homemakers, MesThe "to blictesms1(fr:'
ris, Mrs. Jesse etoberts, Mrs. usac oT 3fi.-TtrYd- MrS'S S.
2:3
.
6 V.Ien
- R. Dodson bftle-111111411.. _Delia mi Initiates
fllaterIvItiner
demist
the
s
in.
"blaratei.
ltT5'eitS,
'rain-VA
!Mon, and
.
&
several
years, arid, mai_greasks,
ther GarlanellArs. Robert
of Hampshire, Tenn., 'Mien took Mrs. Neville Gardhser and Mrs.tvele SS Members. please note Ilia wij
Bun Swann, Nix Harris, Gertie club to date; Mrs. R. A. Wearren, assistant manager
Parke,ogmbs
of Olive,
eribli'IliktMo
place at six o'clock dt Ole Meadow- William Purney, wore two shades change in date.
- _ Mrs. Earbe Willoughby. Mrs. Lon- Story, C. It- Jones. Pearl Jones, Mrs. Hal Houston, Mrs. James H. Rotel where
,
Kappa
M.
they will -naijra Abair
Delta pi, national. hono
W. T.
of rose. The flower girl, Vera Tins- .
. zo Tutt. Mrs. Mike Falwell, Mrs.
view Methodist Church.
Richmond and Mrs. Vernon Stub- home.
Gaston
Neale.
Clifford
Miller,
ClifThe Rev. 0. B. Johnson, execu- ley,. wore peach, satin, a n d the •
Monday, Dece- mber 15
,
rats, educational fraternity, was Will Miller, Mrs.
...Rome Elkins. ton Key, Gordon Crouch,
• • • •-•
Miller blefield, Jr.
Mrs. Charles Hire will be hotness host at a banquet at the Woman's MrS. Mandy TraVis of Ahno was
tive secretary of - the Terjrressee ring bearer, Leo Zimmerman, Jr.,
•
McReynolds, Olive Parks, Cloys
Mrs. Benny Mad,dox Is Honored
Methodist Conference of Nashville wore a white satin blouse and to the Monday Afternoon Bridge club house Saturday evening-hone a visitor.
of Radio.
Butterworth, Alpha Ford, H. IL foal Leaders Meet At The
. .
With
officiated,-assisted b the Rev. J. dark btue trosterk-TIKatipadants Club.
_
Shower
.
-•
iiiirkel
e new inestibese...:,
Kemp and. Jirn Si,ms met in di; *tie_ of Mrs.
seesoomAlaweriers
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman and Mrs
Maysiardslinoltdale _
theMeadhlgeii
_Preceding She banquet initiation
aMiquets 01 chrysantheThe Friday Afternoon saBridge hot& of-- 1. Bun Swann's-for an
Mabrite:Crakf .enterilined Tuesday.
-. view church,.llatisgide was aisco firAw
-DsyMay. December 18
ceremoniee
met last week with Mrs. H. I. all-day sewing for the Red Cross. Club
took
place
in
club
the
for
"IpeCtinI;
imam
ensions"
In marriage by Her father. The im. The Music Club will entertain auditoritear
December 2, with a stork shower
at a table decorated Sledd. Prizes were awaided Mrs.
It was a most enjoyable meeting. was the subject of the lesson given in honor of.Mrs. Benny Medi:lox.
pressive double ring ceremony was
The bride, given in marriage by the entire membership of the Wo- with green tapers and
Wells Purdom for. high score, Mrs.
orchid
Just before lunch, the group was at a training messing of food leadDelicious refreshments 'we re .
her father, was gowned .in white man's Clu b 'with a concert by the chrysanthemums
a
t he fraternity E. S: Diuguid, Jr., second high, and
era from Homemakers dulls Thurs- served to
the guests by the hostThe nuptial music was'givenby satin and wore a veil with head- choral group at 8 o'clock at the colors. Initiates included Austin Ad- Mrs- Dick Hagan. of Elizabethtnwn, divided and a contest given with day,'December 4. Mrs.
Pearl J. esses.
_
C. E. Clark of -Embry and Henry,
'
-deem of white, satin flowers. She club ,house. Preceding the concert, kinsors Robert Crowell, Miss Ruth who was a guest, was presenteda the winners opening the covered Haak,. specialist in
foods and nu. `The .honoree WILS "IP
dishes for the lunch and the losers trition,
' pianist; Ilk and Mrs. Tony Dyess. carried a strand of pearls, gift of at 730 o'clock. memberS of the Ann Ford, Miss Emma Sue Gibson, gift •
University of Kent
_
_
had to clear the table, wash the
Laic Club are requested to ineetIMrs. Lots Murphy Goode,
- many kivele gifts.
vocalists.
•
Mlle s A party plate was
-The bridegroom, and carried -an
served by the dishes and make ready for the -had charge of the meeting which
The decorations of the chancel arm bouquet of white mums - and for their regular business meeting. Julia Gilliam, Miss Mary Gresharn, '
The guest list and those sending
was held in .the home ef Mrs. Mayhostess
Wednesday,
at
the
afternoon
December
conclusion
the
sewing.
17
of
IL_ L. Hughes. Leo Hutt, Arved
were tall wicker baskets cif maingifts were as follows: Mrs. H. B.
nerd Ragsdale in Murray.
game.
The Book Group of the AAUW Lessee.
Thirteen woolen aresses were
moth white chrysanthemums, palms ferns.
Bailey, Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mrs. Miss enarito McGeheel .
Emerson
man
best
The
'
was
The
following
will
meet
leaders
at
7:30
o'clock
were
,
made
at the Miss,Rosalie Ripley and
and feathery ferns and tall branchduring the day. The club
pres- Harry Broach, Mrs. Mary AllbritMiss Lattie
'
Mesdames
ent:
Herman
ir
,
Darnell,
ing white candelabra burning white Gardiner. Nevins Gettiliner,-Verrill home of Dr. Ella Weihing.
plarrssto
have
many
more days of
Roberts Is Complimented
ten, Mrs. Bill Parks, Mrs, Gatlin
Venable
•
TheesUDC will meet at 7:30 p.m.
e's
- and Luzern* Gardiner,
sewing and ia glad to have a part Margaret Riley, Coldemeer; Clint Clanton, Mrs. Wallet Outland, Mrs.
topers. The wedding vows were Gardiner .
The banquetafable in the dining
Skag,gs, Carrie. Reeves, Dexter: Rudy
Mrs. Guthrie Roberts was honor in helping-sat work.
It thrhome of Mrs. Hail Hood with
'
7
heussolt..
;--spoken beneath an arch formed
McDougal. Mrs. A. 0. Woods,
Eugene Shipley, Johnnie Ahart. Mies.
Misses Marga- room was attractive with cedar, guest on Thursdel afternoon when
-vAdia-Horals. .
Mrs:
•
attended In navy Mrs. Gingles
-Ise se- -S-i-• •
.
Wade. Mrs.
reed
red tapers and poinsettia'. - The -in- Mrs. Cleburn Adams and Mrs.
ret and
East Side; J. M. Adams. Jesse Reis- I Cotham, Mrs.'
-Him Gretchen Ma-iden served as blue lace and Mn. Tinsley wore Wesley Shelly Rhumph and Mrs. vocation was given by E"-U. How-- Charles
0. B. Boone, Mrs. e•
Chamlnadie
Music
ChM
Waldrop
Mercer
as
were
co-hostesses.
hostesses
at
erts,
Faxon;
John
Myers,
!Charles
Mires'
her sister's maid of honor. The Wind velvet.
Williamson,
Mrs.
George
ton. and Jimmie Richman, president a shower it the home of Mrs. 0.
B. Heide Meeting
McReynolds, Lynn Grove; Herr:.; Williams, Mrs. Frank Sykes, Mrs.
bridesmaids were Mrs. W. C. Maidof the fraternity, was toastmaster. Russell. A color scheme of pink
Following the ceremony the re- Club Meets With Mrs, Wilson
en (the former Margaret Haw,I.G
po sd
ie
o).
The Chaminade Music Club met Hargis. New Providence; Oren ;
7 wMOod
Frederick
aidrop
Johnson
y.
. bi
,ll- Hortense •
entertained
with
arid blue was developed in the decception
held
the
at
home
-wag
of
Mrs.
B.
J.
Wilson
was
hostess
thorne) of New York City and Miss
Saturday evening. November 29, at Wells, Palestine; Preston Boyd,. Bailey, Mrs. Her
a vocal number. and Miss Helen ortitiosoof rthe
Farris, Mrs.
rooms and in the the home of Hazel
.•
Lois Perry of Wise. Va. They wore the bride's.; parents. Later the
Hood,
Penny; Laverne Bucy, Pine Bluff;
Saturday afternoon to members•of Hire. as Dr. I. Q., conducted a quiz dainty
which
plate
was servcostumes. OLehisty -rose taffeta and couple lift.lor II trip. to Cleveland.
The
following
program
was
preof the initiates Dr. G. T. Hicks ed.
Hester Brown, Ermine Hayes. ProMrs. Elgin Underwood, Mrs. Lunet fashioned 'similarly to the maid Ohio,Apel will be at home after a her bridge club Aid the following
senteds
gressivev Maynard Ragsdale, George 'the: .Jackson,_ Mrs. F. D. Crass,
guests: Mrs. R. A. Wearren and
the guest o
speaker,
er
rov
eee J.igAh
.
Those pres6fit. were Mesdames
of honor's. The three attendants ten-day sojourn at Springboro road.
Williams,
Pottertown;
Mrs
Rachel
Miss
Paper
on
"Child
Prodigies",
R H. Robbins. Mrs. T. J.
Joan
Barksdale.
Mrs. Will H. Whitnel.
Hunter Love, Haley Carter, Aubrey
carried Colonial bouquets of pink
The bride'is a graduate of Steele
Farris. "Evening Bells", Joan Hen- Rowland, h om e demonstration Bell, Mrs
School at Paris. Thioughout the .Farmer, Dewey Crass,
The clubftprize for high score was S
Jake Ship- don; "Minuet in G", Carolyn Carter; agent, and the following visitors: T. Faker, R. M. Pollard, Mrs. W.
roses and snapdragons, pompon High School. Mr. Tinsley is a gradnter tw
Mrs. Dick Sykes, Mrs.'
awarded Mrs. Everett Ward Out_ dinner
heienhitiaha
tes
d enbtee
eirinas
ecalfgwhied
th Icy, L. T. McCuiston. CarLICingins, chrysanthemums, sweetpeas and eat, of Lynn Grove
.Distant Bells", Jane Ann Giles; Mrs. J. A. Outland, Mrs. Peter Mary Neale. Mrs. Marvin Fulton,
High School. land and the guest prize to Mrs. straits which
Hillarli Rogers, Ronda- Fitta X. C.
gypsophila in pastel shades.
Lo
Wvitih
na.ChG
aarm
Gerra 'S
me
is
ng w
di
o Kuhn and Mrs. Florence Hardison. Mrs. H. H Say, Mrs. Otry Pasthem.
and is associated with the United Whitnel.
Jones. Jack Colson, J. C. Johnson.
The radiantly lovely bride wore
•• •••
'were directed by
chall. Mrs. Rsy Maddox, Mrs. Bruce
A party plate was served at the
Covers were laid for aboutIortY. Laverne Bucy, Clifford Smith, °tit
a gown of ivory taffeta,. fashion- Aircraft Company.
Carolyn
Carter
and
Wilma
Jo
Loy- Baisor-Shankle Wedding
Maddox, Mrs B J. Hoffman, Mrs.
conclusion of the game.
Amogg_the
Out
town
of
guests
the
at
wedguests.
other.
limit
ed with tightly fitted bodice with
Lovins, Ira Fox, R. H. Robbins. P. tins.Maurice Crass. Misses Ruth Ashbers. were Mrs. 'Barksdale libd
sem,.•
-L. N. Blalock, Harold McWaters, Mrs. I Daihty refreshments were served Is Announced
yoke of net finished with plaiting ding were Mr. and Mrs. Edward
more,
Kathleen
Patterson and
C. Fowler_
.
Mary Russell Williams. Mrs 0. B. 1 to the fourteen present.
.of taffeta. and • bracelet length Hartley, of Toledo; Mrs. John P. Stitch and Chatter Club
-An announcement of much in- Helen Esker.
----oleeves.s.Thia-lolls-saasiAleata-TharsdAys Atteriataaa----.34---Frenicterts Kyo •
into a short train and the skirt. Charles I. Tinsley, Miss Vera Tins.'
The Stitch and ,C .ter
.. flub met
.I was ',finished with a plaiting of
ley. Murray, Ky.; Mrs. LinnzM tart Thursday after?&-, n arthe Red
the material. Her veil was of ivory
Gardiner and daughters, Walton, Cross room at the court house. The
Illusion in chapel length and was
worn-4n halo effect with trimming Ky.: Mrs. Fred Elliott and daugh- hours were spent' in sewing.
Refreshments were served, folof seed pearls. Around her throat ter. Cynthiana, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs.
she wore a strand of pearls, the Clinton Gardiner and daughter, lowing the meetiog, at the" Blue.
Bird
Cafe when Mrs. Cross Spann,
gift of the groom. She carried a Covington, Ky.
Jr., was hostess.
white satin prayerbbek showered
• with a white orchid and swansonia.
See Holton Cook Society
-7. The Rev. Richard L.'Jackson of Mrs. Hutson Is ChM Hostess
Holds Meeting
Waverly, Va.. served ds best man
Woodfin
Mrs
Hutson
was
hostess
The Sue Holton. Cook Missionary
and the ushers were V. D. Kendrick of Meadowview. Va., and yesterday afternoon to the Wednes- Society of the First' Christian
Gene_ Dulaney ...14 Vanderbilt Uni- day Bridge Club and the following Church held the regular meeting
versity. a e'•usin of the bridegroom. gueste Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs. M. Tuesday afternoon at the home of
G. Forster and Mrs. C. J. McDevitt. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton with Mrs. Ar-'
Mr. and Mrs. Maiden.entertained
The high score prize was won by thur Farmer and Mrs. W. B. Moser
h a ipabepttork immedlateir -goiMrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.
.
as co-hostesses.
-. 11ting
weddifig at their - home
.
The hostess served a party plate
Meadowview.
The
business
session
was
CMat the conclusion of the game.
)dr. kind Mrs Dodson left during
&Ailed by Miss Ruth Ashmore, and ..
••• ••
the evening for an unannounced
Mrs. C. C Thompson was leader 1_.wedding trip and after Decernher Arts aid Crafts Club Has
for the afterno6n. The devotional ..s
tenth- will be at home in Nashville. Claristinaalhating
was led by Mrs E J. Beale using Mrs. Dodson stildied at Mary
the story of the birth bt Christ
Mrs. CharissV.• Farmer was from Luke. This was followed by a
Washington College. Fredericksburg. Va.. and took her B.A. degree 'hostess yesterday afternoon to the prayer-- for peace by Mrs. J. H.
at Emory and Henry College. Her Christmas meeting of the Arts and Coleman Mrs Thompson spoke on
Crfats Club. The rooms were beau- "How to Observe Christmas",stolsorority is Kappa Phi Alpha.
Mr. Nidson took his B.A. at tifully decorated with Christmas lowing which carols were sung by
anderbilt and hit B.D. It Yale, greens and poinsettas with the a group of children from the Sun-less member of,IN Kappa Alpha. brightly lighted tree as the focal day School. Miss Ruth Nall told
• He _is seervinst as .dinOlor ofNoung
Were exchanged among the 'story. "The Camille in the For;
--Veople-s - Work in . the Tennessee the members. Recorded music of eat", by Temple Bailey.
Methodist Conference apd is loeat• ,the Christmas carols furnished a
A social, hour_ followed during
lovely background fot the after- which. refreshments were served.
ad 744
-noon's
enjoyment.
• • ieses.„..
s
The holiday matt was emphasi
The pretty party plate served by
There weze about* twenty-five
Mn. Sandi.h Haemired-'
the hostess repeated the Yuletide present.
At abeam
Mrs. Joe Jarvis. a bride
'
Skthe m°4
present were Mesdames B. Hawaiian Clam Has
ilO
Those
B: Wear. J. T. Wallis. E. A. Lassi- Christmas Party
holiday Season, was honored at-1 ter. V.
C. Stubblefield, Sr., Mayme
sorottieoSjoiscellaneous shower on Randolph.
The Euzelian Class of .the First
E. J. Beale, Solon HigSaturday evening. November 29. at gins,'C. H. Moore. Greg Miller,
L. Baptist Church held the annual
the home of Mrs P. D. Williams. D. Hale. F. B. Outland. L.
•
E. Owen, Christmas party Monday evening at
Hostesses were Misses Mettle and Taz Miller. B. B. Keys, J. M. Linn the home of the teacher, Mrs. BarKitty Williams.
and ElMs Robertson, and Misses ber McElrath. Assisting in the
After the honoree opened the Ruth .Cutchin, Emily Wear and hostess duties were Mrs. Dewey
gifts, refreshments were served.
Ragsdale. Mrs. Fred Schultz and
Mary Shipley.
Those present were Mrs. Dalton
Mrs. H. I, Sledd.
••• •
.
Doran, Sedalia. and daughter. Miss
Mrs. Eugene Shipley presided
Silk Gowns and Pajamas
$1.95 to $5.95
Silk or Wool Scarfs ..
_Oak
65c to $2
Mary Lou Doran; Mrs. Robert Hattie *ell. 1•11
over the meeting, The program
Umiry, Sedalia, Mrs. Royel Eiscm, Masts Mondayopened with the singing of ChristPowder
Puff
Robes
$6.50
to
$7.95
mas carols by the entire class. Mrs.
Smithland, Mrs. Helon
MisS
Sweaters
$2 to $5.95
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
Hugh McElrath led the impressive
Nadine Overall, Miss Louise Davis, the Woman's
Society of Christian devotional
Quilted
Calico
&
Siitin;Robes $5 to $10.95
bawd on the story of the
Miss Sheila Meloy. Murray. Miss Service met Mondpy evening
at the birth of the Christ
Wool Skirts
$2 to $4.95
Clara Bell Lowry. Miss Reva May home
child. Misses
of Mrs. L., J. Hortin with
Tailored and lace•triosined Satin House•
Mrs. P. G. Williams. Miss Mrs Rue Beale and Miss Kathleen Miriam and Mary Frances McElrath entertained with Christmas
STii; Saunders. Miss Mattie Kittie, Patterson as
Handbags or Evening Bags
coats
$1 to $5
co-hostesses.
$4.95 to $7.95
music, and games were directed by
Misses Juanita and Doris Jean
Mrs. Rue Beale conducted the
illiams, Mrs. Otry Paschall: Mrs. business session during which the Mrs. Shipley and Miss Hazel Tarry'.
Barbizon & Rhythm Slips
• $2 to $4
Street and Afternoon Dresses $6 50 to $35
DeWitt Wilkins and the honoree, following officers were elected for The meeting was doled with the
singing of "Silent Night" by Mrs.
rs Joe Jarvis. Pineville.
next year; President, Mrs. T. C. Schultz
Barbizon
& Rhythm Gowns
$2 to $5.95
Handkerchiefs
and Mrs. Ragsdale.
t
•
15c to $1
Those Sending gifts were Miss Doran; Vice-President, Miss Frances
Toys and gifts of canned fruit
Isie Rogers, Miss Viola Wilkins, Sexton; Secretary, Mrs. Hub Dunn;
Lingerie Ensembles
$5 to $12.95
:
Gloves
to be
ulphur Springs..Teis. Mrs. S. R. Treasurer. Miss Mary Lassiter:- and vegetables were brought
$1 to $3.95
used in the Claristrims-theer
ilkins, Sulphur
Tex.. local Treasurer, Miss Myra Bagwell. of the class.
Hosiery
Silk
89c to $2.50
rs. J. G. Glasgow. Miss athrine
Mrs. Roy Farmer was program
Evening
Dresses
,, . ... $8.98 to $32.50
A salad plate was served by the
ilk ins, Lynn Grove. Mrs. S. R. leader and opened the meeting
reser'
N •
ilkins, Martin, Tenn., Mrs.'WM. With quiet Christmas music at the hostesses to the thirty-five. mem:
hestam, Canton. (r..-Mrs. J. W. piano. The devotional was led by hers crePsent.
veS, Adairville. Mrs. Grace Dan- Mrs. Garnett Jones. A duet, "A
flab Meets
s. Waverly; Tenn.: Miss Fairs Christmas Legend",' was Wise tip
Mrs. Gingles Walla and Miss Lola At Club House
ochran,
•
Clayton Beale,' and Mrs. Frank
• e, • • •
The Garden Club met ThurvIday
Loomis told two short Christmas
afternoon.
ardiner-Tinsley
December
4.
at
the
club
stories. Mrs. L. J. Hortin Sang "Star
ows Exchanged
of the East", arid the closing primer house with Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs.
R, E. Broach, Mrs. C. A Hale and
was by Miss Oneida Wear.
Miss Valerie Virginia Gardiner,
Mrs. Fred Gingles as co-hostesses.
plate carrying out the
party
A
Mrs. A. 0. Woods, chairman, coneughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Yeletide motif was served to .the ducted the businmis session
The
rdiner, of Wisconsin boulevtvd, thirty-one present. The Rev. T.
H. Garden Calendar, prepared by Mrs.
fl Ohio, became the bride of Mullins and
Mrs. Mulline were Gatlin Clopton, was read by Mrs
es Fredric Tinsley, October guests.
Mrs.. A. Carman discussed
Gifts From Your Garden". displayed clever, noVelties made from
saurds... corn shucks, acorns and
other evityday products from the
garden.
The shadow boxes depleted scenes
appropriate to the Christmas season.
The arrangement by Miss Cappie
Beale was entitled "Corner of a
Christmas Tree." Mrs. R. L. Wade's
arrangement wit the "Manger
Scer*". and Mrs. A. 0. Woods' arrangement contained a Christmas
. centerpiece of
poon cactus" or
••••..•
.•
800 OLIVE STREET
TELEPHONE 364-J
"desert spoon" ffçm Meeko=
S.,
db.. Via^ / •I
Aol•
poinsettas and fa
ge Chr
ndle.
.
The club vo
swam the
•
,
• a- `s--ss -sz
- ..
•
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Don't worry about what to give "Her"

-

We know that you'd like to give li-er the sun.and moon and sta
you know that's impossithe next best thing is a gift from Gladys Scott's. We' dozens of gift suggestions:
Lingerie, Rob,-Hosiery. Handbags, Costume. Jewelry. S
ters, Dresses, Coats and_scads
other things. too?All alit-ices, that fit into' wtiat'you
taiii-st.6ndt
414t

sprinsk

Show her that you care by getting her gift at her favorite
- store-You'll, prove that you're an angel when she sees
,lirgift is from Gladys Scott's. (Wer_re sure you know
that you can get a gift as low as a dollar).
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FUN TO GIVE AND FUN TO GET- I
' GIFTS FROM.

• -The Fashion Store for Women" •

•

Gka-Als Scott's
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BEAUTIFUL BEDS
Posters, Jenny
Lands, Moderns.
p.ited at'

CABINET SMOKERS

•

Both period and( modern designs.'
Pr,cel r..q low as

'4"

No
Defense
Tax On
Furniture

95

A most acceptable and • Inezpcnsive gat.
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For Is Little .As

LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM,OR
DINING ROOM
UP TO $50.00 IN FREE GIFTS
GIFTS ARE GIVEN WHEN YOU
MAKE YQUR PURCHASE--CHOICE
GIFTS WITH EVERY SUITE

FREE DELIVER'
WITHIN
100
MILES
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EASY TERMS—
NO CARRYING CHARGE ADDED"

1
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We stoch such a wide i•ege of
lining 'worn furnrture that we or..
able to meta the rasuirements of Vueey
•
budget Every piece is in the latest, most
attractive style, constructed of good materiels
by expert craftsmen. You roil be weasel NI sof
wife we hove to offer.

1

Other Suites $69 to $249
; BUY NOW FOR
I CHRISTMAS
DELIVERY

I
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Style Favorite

It l•

For Horne Gift

Netfliog con she the Place of a Duncan $119
Phyfe thole, teem suite for beauty,
durability end feeling of choir... One
of today's finest 8-pc suites at

It I%

ing n
fog I
put
I'm

A DINING ROOM
SUITE
,For ,1A Little is

tou

Both period and modem styli, ofo fully and com•plefely represented in out shcruine of quality dining
emits furniture. We can supply row with everytiKing you rewire including not °thy the suite but
mirrors, rugs. etc.

A BEI) 00
For Is Little As,

SUITE

Foremost bedroom manufacturers of America me folly
eapoi'emelt( in our new, smart line of bedroom furtriture. !btow-le
he time to select all the pieces you need for your
bedymem,
outfit and emoy a substaimisif awing on your
selection. Mr
not comd en forognrcnr?

RHO-DEB
S URFORD E.
Satisfied Customers''r Built OurStores

ILIG_SELECTIpt-O:
F-SEDROpM.-SUITES $5,--isrVie-----fttMe."-let---(2 ftros)
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Zion community. near Union CitY,I,Drian, were joint home.% as their
Tenn., became. the bride. of John'birthday fell on the
night, December 12, at 7 o'clock.
Sen'Y, Indsed, to hear of
satin date.
Wilson, of Bardwell, Ky.,' son of
Each guest brought a covered
This is expected to be a very exdeath_
Dr. Will Mason-a great
Baptist Missionary Society Meets -in Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Q. B. Wilson, of dish and at the noon
The freshman class of Almo High citing game because of the fact
doctor-one that was not only great,
Visiting relatives and
hon. a long
The WOMan'S Missionary Society
Murray, iq
quiit ceremony read table was placed on th, lawn School will present
friends.
"Mama's Baby that it is the last game to be playbut kind, patient, trusting in God, of the Hazel
at the home of thi brideet parents which was laden .with
Baptist Church met
Denham is confined to his
the home floor before the
denicen
and ever ready to serve
Boy",
three
act
a
comedy,
on SatFriday
Wednesday
morning, December 5, at room with illness.
, eDcember third, by foOds. It was a warm
suffering
brigh-. day urday night, December 13. The
humanity. Great conftdence
as holidays.
the Reverend G. R. Dunn before. and the guests thoroughlye
many 111:30 to observe the week of
Mrs. rAumas Clanton was in Woodmen Circle Holds Party
enii
eed
story concerns a middle age woman
people have had idehim. How great- prayer for foreign missions and the Murray
The Woodmen Circle Grove 128, close friends.
the feast.
on business, Tuesday.
Lottie Moon Christmas offering.
ly he is going to be missed.
'The only attendants were Mrs.
Out-of-town guests were '1st.. finding that she is almost pennileew
Mr. and Mrs. Rexie Davenport Murray, met in regular
session Ross McCollum, setter of the. bride, J. J. Oliver,
We have had beautiful weather Mrs. Coleman Hurt was in charge and .little datighter, Ann, were in
Mrs. Mattie Ranee decides to marry again. Her only
Tuesday
night,
December
9,
of
at
the
the program.
and James WIlsow'brother of the Miss Flora Oliver, Mrs. J. H. How- obstacle is the fact that the man
for almost two weeks. It is so bright
Murray Tuesday -shopping.
Woman's
Club
house.
.
groom.
Subject of the meet was "Tri- 'Mr. Knight of
ard, Miss Virginia Howard and •.f her choice is younger than she.
and sunshiny that it looks more like
agetergxzewee in
The program was opened by
umph of the Gospel and Prayer
The bride wore a biege wool suit Lee Reeves of Ftilton, Mrs.
September than - November. 9nly
0. C. Cone prepared to spend the most
Mrs. Mayme Lee Hurt reading a with brown accessoriesfor the World
-and a cos- Meloan, W.
Wide Missions-.
hieloan, Bettie and erioyable two hours of fun when
for just a morning or two were the Prayer
patriotic poem, after which the sage of Talisman
was led by Mrs. Frank
roses and Mrs. Jo Ann 1_14.e....ecem of Memphis; Mr.
The Murray Woman's Club, in .
National Flag was presented by McCollum wore blue
ouses a wee bit white-topped with Vaughn;.hymn,
Mis. McLean tries to appear 10
"Must Jena Bear
'response to a call from the United
Mrs. Opal Reeves assisted by the corsage of pink roses. crepe with el and: MM. Chas. B. Wilson and
ow Which jaw the spirit of the Cross Alone"; devotional,
younger
Mrs.
W
n
Facjug
drill .team. Following ,this-- pre- - Mrse4-Vrthetri is a
, has announced
kagiving a4
- graduate' 0 o
eerrilffelef Generale- -Hurt; resettle& in i;
wn .ond county .were. Mr's.
Malian .and pledge,. Miss- Winne Sylyen-Shwebeeselsocit and
it wile organize classes...IA
Or B. Turribovr; prayer, -Mrs. H.
Christman Today-is more of
The
elioractiiti
'
- --ngrat
- has
rnfirs
foi
ifOnTa.s.t
.
--Tdr.
and
the
Mrs S.
Pool played -America" and Mrs. empieyed at ttee teem
Ftrst Aid work as a part of tW
e.
lows:
..yluee
dull gray. raleY -type-might_ eie. I. Neely; hymn, !Me.eleteleild.,..Qjtszee"e. Commander ,K. C. H
-Msa•
-Murt
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led
In
Peayer.The
Harmaii7f
MeteNikelanal
or
tta
-defense
four years.
7firivIT -XVIat
•MOVerrient.
iffrellesion: Mrs. Grace Wil-rTo Cadet Selec_ •
just allitad of a cold spell.
Farmer Mr.. and Mrs. Cleve Lee,
Mrs. SliePheed WeLnitn.
short business Jenne viesi spent in
a Yana*
Mr. Wilson is a graduate of New Mr. and-Jane-- Harry .Wdeox,
.Visitors of Mr. and htre Bailey son. The..,.marning services was tipn ,Bpard gave a lecture faCcuila- electing 1942 officers
Mr. widow, Lie Linn; Shepherd ..•Pers. E. S. Diuguid .k. is c,-,--.
As
follows:
Concord
high
concluded
school
and
Attended
with
man of the First Aid project of
prayer by Mrs. panted
by the motion - picture
Robbins Thursday of lam weak
Mrs. Marie Walston, past guard!. a business college in Paducah. He and Mrs. John Shackelford, Fred McLean, MT young son, Marshall i
Turnbow.
Shackelford, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
i
"Eyes of the Navy" to•_the Mur- are Mrs. Mayme Lee Hurt,
were Mr. and Mrs. Taft Higgins, .The
.Cleaver; Liather Long, a widow, the Woman's Club and urges all •
guardi- is now chief clerk in the agricul- Anderson,
afternoon session opened at ray College CPT pilot..
Brim; 'Anderson, Mrs.
persons wishing to take the course,
Auldeise arid Horace Jolly,
_Monday an; Mrs. Lula Farmer, advisor; tural office at Bardwell. where the Joel
and ene o'clock with the group singStephen, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Charlene Lhee e Julie Long; her fuse/eel'. permutes we'd-lye- instruc-11 uVay Mahan.
ing "Sweet Hoer of Prayer"; scrip- night. December 8, and to the Miss Bee Purdom, corresponding couple will make their home fol- Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
dal/atter, NCI Clendenon; Mrs.
Canon,
tor's certificeige_and will assist in -lee-e- . and Mrs. Reuben Bell vises ture reading, by leader. Mes. Hurt; student body in the college audi- secretary and historian; Miss Katie lowing a short wedding. eelp.
and Mrs Mattina-BLnentsurn, Mrs. Shepherd's teachini. claingrArre-please Phone. Mareiro--ireerber-Pittarrttenors
•‘•:.
.••• .
ea NW. and Mrs. Son !tang,
Yee Mrs'. --teadgfir ffiscuesieh, toriums esPsiesdee -afteetroote,
Rexford
mothei7tu
Canon,
1Charles
14ell
Canon,
Hale;
Wilbur
let, first auditor; Mrs. ‘.Oda Mc- roteedown Beinemaimes
Bent
have recently built a new home.th Mrs. Dick Miller; prayer, Mrs. ber 9.
J. H. Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Bupard Warren,.Shen/nen young pal, Bil- her at 174.
•
Commander Huffman outlined Daniel, second auditor Mrs. Row- With Mrs, Oval Outland
Grace Wilson; discussion, Mrs.
Batley, Will Ed Bailey, Mrs. Ed- lie Nat Galloe,,y;
•
The Red Cross is stressing1W
Hazel Park. Sunday afternoon.
ena
Stubblefiel
Sylvia Klien.
d, -Third auditor;
Paul
Daily;
the
opportuniti
hymn,
mond
es
"More .Like the
offered by the Mrs. Lila Valentine,
Wilcox, Mrs. Oury ShackelLawson Senders returoed Sunday
aid as a vital need of our country
chaplain; Mrs.
The regular monthly meeting of ford, Mr. end Mrs. Herbert Perry, Wilbur's girl tiered,' Leer Jena at
from a. few days' visit with his pa- Master". Following a shore busi- navy, and listed the following Opal
this time, Mrs. Diuguid said. •
Thorn; Mrs. Careitta Angolan, a
Reeves, attendant;
Mrs. the Pottertown Homemakers club Byrd Haley, Noel Curd,
ness session, Mrs. Paul Daily gave general requirements
Errette friend of Mrs.
for enlist- Gladys Hale, Assistant attendant;
rents in Paris, Tenn.
McLean, Nell Ramthe benediction.
Thursday,
was
November
held
27,
Curd,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
H.
ment
Haley,
in the aviation phase of the Miss Volene Pool, musician; Mrs.
Fred Burton Bowles was in Highin the home of Mrs. Oval Outland Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Lyon, Miss sey; Cynthia Angelin, her younger
"SUPERSTITIOUS SADIE"
navy: applicant-must be between Lucy Coleman. eapireire Mrs. Lil/and Perk on business Saturday.
with Mrs. J. 0. Cook as co-lestes,s.„Janice Lyon, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy daughter, Mary Sue Rees; Max
Mr. and Mrs. J. R: Miller motorMrs. J. A. Outland, vice-presi- Curd, Mids Laura Janette Curd, Moore, a real estate agent, Joe
Among visitors going through the ed over to Missouri Saturday to the ages of 17 and 28, single, and lian Hoffman. junior counselor;
A three-act farce play, "Supereti.Miss Coltile Pool, reporter and dan4,. presided
in the absence of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Curd, Carolyn Edci . Emerson; Minnie,
tious Sadie," will be presented'
Forte' factory Friday were Grace visit their son, Robert Miller,. who able to pass a physical examtha--a young
correspondent to Tidings; Mrs. Meta.; Delia Outland,
ton for naval aviation.
is teaching • there.
president. and Junior Cord, Mr. and
night, December 19, at Lynn
Friday
. Robbins, Verdie Mae Paschall
Mary Swano.--lniser sentinel; Mrs. Farm and
Mrs. _adored maid. Estelle Hale. z . • *
and
Home Week, a state WalterelEarvieek
Grove Highe-Sehersk
Mr_ earl Mrs:C.e Jones ole-Lenis-Mahan.-Mrs.
Xvie Gilabs,-Olikir -sentinel
Irvan
meeting held in Lexington in Jan- Fair,
"Superstitious Sadie" is Alira
...:
.L.
•Miss Auldene Jolly has accepted ville spent a few days in Hazel
Themes Ede_Pay.. Mr. and
Miss Volene 'Pool, Mrs. Gustave uary, was discussed
and Mrs.. Dal- Mii.FAtidt:04-7Creano
last week visiting relatives set*
--ThuT-Abeld '.Warriors . wera....-l,that. contains .emerYthinig- -. a position alereceptirinist in the
Ward, Mrs. Martha Carter and las 'Wicker
rt,
•
Mr.
and
of- friends.
was selected toe_as Mrs.
-Curd-Miss. Bobbie Wil- feated by the Concort_hud,Kett. one of the funniest plays evtr pre-' eel;
Mrs. Lois Waterfieldeompoeed the the club's delegate:
fice -a Dr. Fred L. Robinson in
-- —
Mrs. L. A. Farris and Mrs. James
cox, • Miss Bettie "Wilcox, Miss tp- birds lest Friday night on-the Crine saaliaa Gwve• thilaagr-41Mr. and Mrs. BAny Richardson, program committee. A social hour
•
South beartiorn.
major
The
project
lesson,
"Table
McReynolds were Friday guests of
horde-Stated. For an evening of .2.-39.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Zeh of May- of games ,was enjoyed.
Prizes Service for the Family," was given pie Wilcox and the guest of honor. cerd floor by the score of 3
Grover Deering. of Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Claud Myers.
• • C.• •
The Warriors will meet the Hazel l clean entertainment, the school MP
were won by Mrs. Oma Jackson, by Mrs.
Maynard. Ragsdale .2
.ites to the Lynn Grove gymnaMilek_
Mrs. Lon Shrader is confined field Star Route. and Mrs. Esther Mrs. Mecla Jackson
has returned to Detroit and is at
Lions on the Alino Roar Friday ie
and Mrs. Lucy leader. .
n Grove lialikaaAara
Smith of Coldwater were at our
7:15 o'clock, Friday evening. De'work again. Murray,. Mahan, of to her room with illness.
Coleman.
During the Social hour sangs With Mrs. R.
eember
Mrs. A. H. McLeod, Mr. and home 'Sunday afternoon. Welcome,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., is also workThe Christmas tree was loaded were sung and
Miss
Varusetta
Ststherlen
platy were made to
Mrs. Ira Morgan visited in Max- guests and "kin".
with lovely__gifts_lor every__
' mg here,
,41. Konntteerened --her Is Hostess to Party
Mrs- • Chi ietungs pregreleld the
field one day last Week.
'hi as much as 't ye been tiiiMr resent.
\ --Dines Opal Orr and Ha Nell
bklbadmea of radio.
lovely home fur the November
..
TayMrs. W. B. Maisteed was in the doctor's care" the past two
" •
At 9 o'clock the party paused to 'The nextmeetirifte--Miss Vannetta • Siitherlen was
'
Jor spent Saturday night with Mr. Paris
meeting will be held meeting of the Lynn Grove HomeTuesday - on business.
weeks,
have
I
listen
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to
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makers
hostessthe
up''
address
a
to
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given
the
Saturday,
with 17 members and „Abe
of
Presi- Thursday, December 18, in the
and Mrs.' Enloe Tarkington. Other
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Styles and and
unable to obtain
current dent of the United States, on the home of Mrs. Won Shackleford following visitors
present: Mes- November 29. 'Tollowing games
visitors earlier in ufe• evening were family, Miss Edith Myers, Mr. and
Japanese attack.
with Mrs. • Marvin Hill as co- dames E. C. Sherman, Myers Sher- and : music delicious refreshments
Mr and Mrs. Jessie Ross. Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris of St. Louis event items, They t?i say Japan
The- refreshment committee pre- hoeteas.
ere served by the hostess' mother.
mem ',Wilt'
Comendore
Mrs. Lawrence Fletcher. and Miss will arrive Friday. December 19. "took a shot" at our Uncle Sam pared and served a delicious
.Jones and Miss Jessie Sherman.
Those present were Dorothy Nell
party
for a few days' vikit in Hazel and last Sunday. Cowardly trick:
Golden Tarkington.
plate, buffet -style. from a beautiNew members present were , Mrs. Hughes. Roxie Workman,. Evelyn
The ffirmers' bulked down their
Manly High Home Economics
Nfr. and Mrs Eaton Paschall vis- surrounding community.
fully decorated table.
F. B. Crouch, Mrs. Gaston Neale, Dale Cain, Expma Jean Boggess,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Johnson were in unstripped tobacco in order that
ited Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Deering
Lynn Grove
Mrs. Sins Sims and Mrs_ Joel Craw- Novalene Tines, Jo Eva Byers.
and Pottertown ChM Meets December 4
it will retain flavor erind CAW_
Economics.,_
Paris . Wednesday.
a while Tuesday night.
_mere represented by Mrs.
Dorothy -Rickman. Yada Riley. Vifeed.--Club ‘*-4-111re'
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Pool ,met with
" ",used some 45 eyars age.
to remember some soldier lo camp Jimmy Rickman,- Hassel Kirkenroads stay nice for Christens. for tors
Miss Minnie Le Chier
DeAccurately and Carefully
Store.
Us old farmers would go squirr
dall,
with
Richard
a
Boggess.
Christnes
Jack
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greeting
or
box.
cember
there. are quite a Yew planning to
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Miss Richmond Entertains Club
Burn to Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Compounded '3f Purest
The meeting opened by reading Names were orawn 'for Sunshine Max Tutt, Charles Lee Wilson and
visit in Kentucky and Tennessee Owen, November 28. a 12es daugh- hunting in winter and let pur toFriends to be revealed December Billy Byers.
Drugs
bacco
lose
in
Monday
weight
and
The
Afternoon
Bridgefade
minutes
the
out
of
by
,
secretary.
the
during the holidays.
ter.
Club met this week with Miss Ruth Miss Ann McLean. Plans were 17 at an all day meeting in the
Miss Leona Farris has reierned hanging in the barn.
home
of
WS.
Gordon
Crouch. Each
made and a committee appointed
A man and his wife saved 'up Richmond at her eirne.
- EDGAR BOGGESS RETURNED to Paris after visiting Iter-perents.
The club pro'tor high score in preparation for a. banquet. The member will take a eovered dish
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Farris in west enough money to buy 25 acres of
and
gift.
a
was
awarded
ft.
W. Z. Carter,- club adjourned to 'make woolen
land here. The ,party that sold
Ecle.ir Boggess was returned here Hazel.
and Mrs. P. W. Ordway received dolls which will be sold-up basket- - Mrs. Gordon Crouch
gave
Mrs. Si. Miles was -a recent the•- litnd received the cash and
Sunday night from Detroit, Mich.,
the guest high.,
splendid - talk on "What Does
ball gemee
guest of her brother and family, said the deed, was clear of all debt,
by Ste riff Ira Fog on a child
Democracy
Mean
to
You."
Mrs.
Members Pe4sent 'included Mrs. de- Mr. and Mrs. Lee Myers.
likewise, the county clerk. Now
semen charge. Boggess had been
A. H. Kopperud. Mrs. Gingles Wal- sirs. R. IL Wilcox Honored Op - Hansford Doran read an appropriMr. and Mrse Stanley Hendricks some old mortgage has been
reser- Hs. Mrs. W. Z. Carter. Mrs. George Eighty-sixth Birthday
ate peen "The Many Things •
held by Detroit officials for Several of Paris were recent guests of relarected • to dispossess them of their Hart. Mrs. E. B. Howton, and Mre.
Heinemaker Has to Do."
lays previous to his return here.
tives an Hazel.
Major project lesson, "Table SerA number of relatives and friends
Sheriff Fox was accompanied to
Miss • Dorothea Miller, who is at- property. Another man and his Hal Houston. Guests were Mrs. A.
the fanulyr-Sras given by
Mrs. P. W. Ordway. gathefect at the borne of Mr. R.
Detroit by.Mee. Fox,. Mr. and. Mn. tending college in Lincoln. Neb., wife saved' Up .1100.00 to make F.. Yancey &MI
-•-•-•
mee
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H. Wilcox. November 3P, 4 cele- ?des. Miller McReynols and Mrs.
ftmt peril-eta
'
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—rionse.
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Ph Smith. Miss Jsimita scar- *tit Thiudsigliiing hi:11days with
brats,
himeat:ay-sixth
birthday enBenfeers. Minor project lesson
friCnds in Sioux Rapids, Iowa. • But two dikeliised young Mat- rasa tease arum& Weds
h and Mrs. Kelly Woods.
which
was the following day. was a continuation of the Care of
TELEPHONE 3644
BOO OLIVE STREET
Mrs. Bertha Denham Jones of men (') with pistols robbed them John Wilson
Miss Louise Shuck, daughter of Three guests. Mrs. Harry Wilcox, Shrubs, given by Mrs Otis Work,:
Murray • was in Hazel .Monday' or their hard earned money. That's
and
Mrs.
Mr
Lyle
Shuck. of Mt. Mrs. Vernon Anderson, and son,- man.
afternoon to visit her father,.J. W. the way the money goes. Pop goes
Miser3r Of
To
Denham who is
Isejth the weasel!
,
home in south Hazel.
Now dear readers..- *se My
TAWS
Mrs. Will Miller and _daughter,
few remarks.-"Ole Kesgree".
SALVE
Mrs. Paul endricks, and brother,
NOSE DROPS
Dallas Miller .were in Paducah last
DROPS
Wednesday.
Dry "Rah-My-Than"Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray ,and Mrs.
' A Wonderful' Liniment
Edgar Outland were Paris visitors
Saturday night.
Mrs. Paul Hendricks and mother,
5.
Mrs. Will Miller. were Parts visitBy RACHEL ROWLAND
ems
Horne Demenstration Agent
Mrs Bettie James ahd Miss Libbee James, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Thernele-e
menid eery**,"Waste
Turnbow vented - Mrs. James F.d
Latimer. a patient at the Mason not, want not." which would be'a
good rule to follow at the present•
Hospital, Thursday night.
tfinv We need to have the best use
uncertainty of our position to • Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Woods of of all
available foods in order to
island possessions warrants the Chicago. III., Mr. and Mrs. Denos improve
the health of this nation
Lamb of near Conyersville, Tenn.,
rim determination of every el
and to have sufficient quantities, of
ask vent can I do to help t?Ie Mr. and Mrs. Cunard Iloinden of food for shipment to Great
Britian.
m and his boys-our boys—each Murray were guests of their mothThere are many little things you
er, Mrs. Luc Housden, last week. can do to get more
ery dear to as now.
food value from
James Platt, who is stationed at the foods_ you..prepar
e every digChanute: Ill., came in Saturday to, Do you peel fruits
and vegetables
First: A sane Christy's% Plan your visit his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. with a thick peel? Then
learn to
buying to fit into your 1942 pro- A. L. .Platt and will leave in a
be stingy and. make the thinnest
Eraut-suatul things for the house, few days for Westoverfield Mass., possible peel.
or wraps instead, or
farm or shop. Farmers should put where be will be stationed there in .better
still, cook them i often with
In idle hours repairing
campus.
the
peelings
Much
on.
of the mineral
equipment
MM. Grace Wilson was ifi Mur- or vitamin content in many fruits
for use next year. Clothing for winbusiness.
Tuesday
on
and vegetables is just beneath the
ter. summer. and next winter. when ray
omiertabi. Fu7ries that
Dressy Moles in blue
'George Dickerson -arul daughter, skin and is thrown away with the
Women's Bridge Slip
Women% crepe D'Orsey SlipAngie %slit he practically
tuidle sour feet.
forgotten, Miss Berdine, were Sunday guests peelings.
and pink.
in black, blue and.%
pers In blue, wine and black.
Another thing, cook vegeaed comfortable things,
will be IMO- of relatives in Wildersvilfe. Tenn. tables quickly its a small
amount
preciated regardless of fads. -.
$1. 00
Mrs. -W. B. Scruggs; who ,has of water. 'Don't throw the water
been sick for the past few months, away. it is rich with food elements
Merchants must cooperate to furn- was carried to the Mason cdfspital dissolved from the vegetable
durish the necessary things, without Sunday fre an operation.
ing cooking. Save these liquids and
elieculation a n d unnecessary adMr. and Mrs. Ray Lassiter had as add to soup or gravies.
vance. A local Merchants' Associa- their Sunday dinner guests Bob
What happens to your left-overs'
tion should be started at once to McCiiimon and family and Mr. Do they sit in the cupboard-or
ice'mere fair priers and better regu- and Mrs John .McCuisten of near box until they are' spoiled?-boidt
Stelewaste,---Plartafft%se
Meeks. No merchant can boast
-sing the left-overs in soup or combined
Mr. end W.
a com plete stock.
family. attended the funeral of Kr. with other foods. Try to make
di
II lakes more patience to shop. es Daily's grandmother. Mrs. -Ladd, attractive and good tasting' dish
Wednesday
AIM°
aflern&n.
.
rather than just putting the leftI** wales people to make sales. and
Miss Marlette McLeod was in overs hack on the table for another
it is Ube duty of sales peeple an Murray 'Tuesday afternoon meal,
.
to use due patience.
business.
Do yoir-iuse whole wheat and
Comfortable Pussies for
pp. r, for
Mun's leather
Men's Corduroy Slippers with
Men's Felt Hylo for comII IS '‘l•-nt that Much home sewEd Thompson. Paducah. was ill -enriched" emir often? No? Then
the4 cold winter nights.
all around 0. ar
padded leather sole and heel.
fortable evening at home.
You should. Enriched flour may be
Hazel. on business Tuesday.
in g 0111`1 he done. and I am buildobtained
in many Stores and at no
Mr. and Mrs. Lester. Wilson ,
I ft
$2 tO $2•50
ing till he Piece Goods Depart- Monday for Texarkana..Tex., where higher price than plain flour.
ment
Breads.
desserts.hest I can.
and other dishes
Mr. Wilson . has employment.
Mrs. Je Williams of Memphis is containing flour will contain much
n every
more food value if made with entime you are in
toe n We have a warm store.
riched fleur. Be sure to ask ,or enNOTICE'
riched
flour the next time you buy
.
.
—
,....
a sack.
Operation of the Harris Greve
Whole wheat flour should be used
Telephene SwItCh Melba corning regularly -in the kitchen. Yoti will
year, will be let on December 20 at Itst terprised at the delicious hist) a. in. to the lowest and beat bist-ecuileo-roille Yeast-breads:- muffins,
der.-The dupla Grove Telephone ennkiel. etc.. that may be made
Company. G. - .ilughes. Secretary. with whole wheat flour. Once your
family
es accustomed to foods
•
made wi
ole wheat 'jeer you
will never be without it.
.
Slippers
Felt
Women's
Mimes' leather Slippers
I
These are only a few suggestions.
ss eft nether sole and
with padded leather
'7-Y gfr9
You will be able to:think of others
rubber beet_
sole in black and red.
That you can carry init. As we
$1.00
know how important it is to be a
healthy nation, and that we cannot
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton i be healthy without plenty of the
'right foods, everY faihill. should do
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets"
ifs _part )ay nailing eight new to
Silverware
Meierbeer-tee rif-thte- fam17 DM.
ulaPPIX1
'
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First Aid Classes
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ANXIETY GRIPS
THE COUNTRY
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$1.25
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'Erwin In Connectictit
for Advanced Work

cover the' speaker's desk nor to
r the front of the platdrape
bunting.
Use
form.
FLAG
When displayed over the piddle
Erwin, son of Mr.
Hughof the street, the flag of thi USA
Know your Flag.
vertically
be suspended
Erwin, West"PopDecember officially ushers in•
and Mrs.
Once again our attention is call- should
north in an
King Basketball to Calloway Courol
ed' to the respects of our United with the union to the
lar street, who has been taking
east
the
to
or
street,
west
and
east
ty. and perhaps in no other county
As Americans we
States Flag.
Wanted
.For Sak
,
*work in electric welding in MayFRIDAY NIGHT GAMES
should kpow the proper and im- in a north and south street.
of ill *ire is there such a rare arCollege,
Building
Can
Health
Incorrect Method To Display
field, left last Thursday for New
r iv -of hardwood artists
to be seen.
methods of displaying the
proper
.
NG TO LOULSVILLE Dieem- In- this
Frooh-Lindsey Wilson
F011 SALE: Reconditioned washthe United States Flag
London. Conn., where be_ win reof
adjutant
there
Ford,
are
county
B.
teams
19
Connie
flag,
, lag machines-I gasoline $47.50; 1 her 24-for a few days. Can take who annually schedule regular seaVarsity-Southeast Missouri
Our Flag must not be used as ceive advanre training in this flu!, i
Post 73 of American Legion, stated
. .
gasoline $57.50, '1 electric $1995;
passengers to share-etepanses. sari games.
the
but
High School
a table cloth, 'nothing
this morning..
_.
of defense
lie
I electric g2D.95; 1 electric $49.95- :Phone 197.
Hazel at Almo
- There are six county high School
*The local•.. Pint of. American Bible can rest upon It.
See these bargains at M. G. Richhoisted
at Farmington
grove
Lynn
be
should
flag
other
No
New
Concord.
teams:
Lynn
Grove.
Parts
Auto
this
for
asked
Murray
been
Legion
Co.,
has
ardson &
at least in our homes and places of
Kirksey at New Concord
1,4-11-18p
Kirksey. Almo, Faxon and Hazel
•*'"
Company.
information and we gladly sub- above our Flag except a church
&firkin Offered
business.
fly
to
allowed
is
which
pennant,
with each having "B" teams who T. School at St Mary's, Paducah
mit the following methods." Mr.
-It is a flag tt•e all lo* and lots
_
-at the masthead above , the stars
usuate play in the curtain arising
Ford said: „
s•-•
a
r
•
z
m
/
,
s
n
•
/
;
,
2
o
m
l
e
•
.
e'es•4;-es.
,
STREAMUNED 11,41- WRECKER events. Murray High -has lb- yardwhen religious services of United States boys gave of
BABY.CHICKS
stripes
and
C,orreet sisiaseVir--estsgtar
24their beet ht 1917-1L Hazel Cubs
LET HELM MELT YOU MAKE SERVICK New 2ectivernent
reserve strada la also does soundly defeat the
c ih-Progrehl.111ilitar2f_dia_Pel
- --Delled1-1111146-Thg- 1e Wasenso
.
"Alton E. Barnett, iiitoits-r---PROM--Yetfit-t-hour--2firstp•-•depenall551
krarriar
TVIIE
or aboard a ship of our navy.
Murray
State
College
Training
have
Da,y
should
always
..Flag
reasonable.
Our
Charges
'YOULTRY-America's heaviest lay- Sersice
Disabled World War Veteran"
The tilt was a defensive battle
Do not display the Fla. of the
&haat
Night
-437
to
stars
tlig.
Abe,
straess....lianaes.i
sesatitabais
pist5tre.
With-nertreitTamroan
US?5 With The--ttntott down 'except
fabric floating to the right.
delivery.:Othcially pulloruie ' Porter MLASZ_C_O.• Chevrolet Sales Thoroughbreds and Yeardripwilling .to Mar- the offensive.
the NYA Resident Project has
Whert hanging with the stripes In SS a signal of distress.
--`iisted Government approved. Free and Sersiii7
4,
Do net let the Flag of the
brOodine bulletin HELM'S HATCRstrong five whith plays independa vertical position against the
Lirksey 36, Hardin 23
United. States touch the ground'or
/my. Paducah. Kentucky. Ttt
Kirkas. well as other NYA
'ss
ent
the
wall,
stars
Montgomery's
the
shored
in
Paul
be
Coach
Notices
the floor, or trail in the water.
upper left hand corner.teams.
sey Eagles took care of the Hardin
Do not drape the flag over the
When our Flag is carried With
Basketball has long been a fav- Niue Eagles Friday _night and came
_grime
-nsngsot'_IttedhireW
. Adakiaktiater's Nalip
_side& or back, of
other -Slags in a- parade it-khelfell
orite sport" 111- CaBowey
-1`..but.”"Umbrae st:4040140r• itk_goedl
vehicle. or._ot=l
sielleil.ilIFitW Or
taiwiays claim the place-of
ve
and
keen
on the XTrksey
'cote
aro
slio
holding
persons
.includcondition 450 feet a Gins
•
boat When the tlaiLls displayed
at the right.
HENRY WARD
Karl Johnson, mentor at Hardin,
aga:nst the estate of R.. B. among the teams of the eMinty
ins mear.e2. fiumsse:i
motor car, the staff should be
_Joe Ear Holland. deceased. please file with schools isni high calibre and one lost a majority of his last year's
When used on a speaker's plat- on a
Henry Ward. state representaIdeal for Chrisords
•
Joe Lancaster Murray. on or before that is to be commended -highly.
and tive from McCracken County, re- form, the flag, if displayed flat, affixed firmly to the chaS4I1 oti!c•
graduation
through
teem
fine
,._ne Februa:y 1. 1942, or be forever
Robeiltson. 302 No. 7th. telepho
612.
The county high teams Started is now going through the process cently paid tribute in his column, should be displayed above and be- clamped to the radiator cap.
"-Y. barred from collecting same.
play about November I. and most of rebuilding his team. The Kirk- ..Seen While Roaming". to Dr. hind the speaker. If flown from
- -.Toe Lancaster. A
,H. Richmond.
on „the up and uo t_nkma
She--quants_haeaslY played
Ir. and 'Mrs. American:
otia staff, it should be in the posip
D4-11.111-e
1
at least four or five gatnes. One and is pushing toward the top - in moray slate.
"Let all of the United States distion of honor, at the speaker's
?OR QUICK SALE 6-room •dwet1- FORSOIEAL: On and after-this date, has only to witness one of
_._ •
-county play.' concerning Dr. Rich, right. It.ahould never- be used to play. our Flag in our windows or
His r
big cow barn, large stock' bare afte•WilEgroll..1941, I vrill not be. tilts to get in the mood forthese
.
the
mond fopow:
chicken house. and 3-rooni.ten;m:
Murray High 37. Milbank 13
reapellle for any debts made by hardwood game. Competition is
Dr. James H. Rlbbtnond made a
house 10 acres land with orchard.
Murray High officially opened
B.
ge
fansof
huge
the
number
keen,
siory.
impression when he appeared
4 miles item _Paris On good grave:a Lini9
_
l94l-42 net season here Tues- fine
her
"all
-their
particular
out"
•
for
11118-23p.
L. A. STORY
road'neer Austin Pea Htghwiy.
;day night by trouncing John Rob- btfore the Legislative Council here
•
kale
commuedy leautViind vitt:Or05.11e- SW='Tula
1beir bore inson. Milburn quint 57-It before On Mociday. Several mempers of
f. .
.
they t,iwimasstAiry
that 'Dr. Rich.
urray HO to Meet The spirit of the
rTailligh she council told me
4040 ally/a-W.-1M- ullir
studints of these
Toed' impressed them as being the
---cheer.,
schools rides high and the
Seaalia Quintet
•
school men
FOR SALE 55 • -rt 2 to
Coach fitillaluts men exhibited most forceful of all the
ing sections. led by peppy. and
floor technique and drive who came before the group asking
plenty
of
- =4orsara- eld -and -WAIT-. • mouth- Here Tonight
well-uniformed yell leaders. lends
their instim! W. D.
but as was expected in the Tigers' for appropriations for
We are ;going.te sell
enchantment to this colorful indoor
Dll-tfc
Initial tilt, the net, was bard to tutions.
1kSwain_ Paris. Tenn
He left a good taste in the
i.- Coach Ty Holland of Murray sport.
weeel- the Mtkr'
Calloway County high school find ae tin14%. ht
. 39X39... on
FOODS
•: FOR SALE Nice
School announced this morn:GUAI- RNTEED
the lead caTrlY in the mouths of the legislators when he
took
rayans
North of Ira
SoOttiii - 6th St.
_ mg that the fast Sedalia five will coaches are as follow: . Lowry first !rattle and were never in withdrew a request for a $400,McCuiston,
New
Pat
Hazel;
Rains.
Also
-new
a
erect
ice $os000 appropriation to
meet the 'ngers tonight at,7,30 on
Fox reedenee
Concord; Buford Hurt, Faxon: Ray- danger.
Murray -State
• stoserol•mc'e f° a for Pale See J• the'Murray High floor This game
The visitors- were unable to science buildini at
Montmood
Paul
and
Story.
Almo;
lip
Teachers College Although pointD Itioniitcri.
was added to the Murray schedule
defense
Tigers'
-the
through
break
gomery, Kirksey.
up ing out that the building is essennristrnas apples and to round out the Tiger card.
ICTS'ALE
Pat McCuiston's Concord Red- in the first half and chalked
.
tial to the proper development of
The Graves County five is re- birds with seven consecutive wins a lone charity shut while the Tigers
.er Brim* your con'
the college, he admitted that con' .eider when you come ported to have a well-balanced and Paul ,MOntgomery's Kirksey were ringing up 15' points. -- taInce:
what they •are • its
No."2)/i
Packer's Label
During the final half. Coach Hol- ditions being
C.C. A" No. 21/2 Ina
Also have fine blended outfit and will push the Tigers to Eagles, with 4* straight wins, will
for a •
freely. however eerastruction should,-444-bo•started
Substituted
cans
land
uridgamof
Aooles...11 a
the-spoilight-os
7.7-6 at the CTose
cider 30c a gallon; sorghum the present season
•
circles' Friday night When they the Bengals led
.
•
,ii.gallowtrails) 40c. Otis ElCoach HollaPd announces the will battle for supremacy on-the Lit the third quarter. During the
That attitude, won him commenKDARD
Aitr4
ST
P
5c
cans 2e
2
No.
•C.RoutEl. Murray. thelltob- remainder of his schedule as foie Concord floor at 7:30 Friday even- final quarter both teams, turned on
made her final bid dation, for it le generally known
• Up Iowa:
er• Parker farm...
ing. Hometown will meet home- and Milburn
wise
town as cnat.ti, isfecniston is from wah,12 tallies but coold_Ast 95,:gr OLIO, the 'state would not be
Dec. 17, Fulton there.
Budding
Building lot, appro
.1
to enter- into • large scale build•
is core the Murray "lea
Dec. IllteNardwell. there.
Montgomery
Paul
and
Kirksey
l
ai*
le sere. located on South
•
that required the use
Alton, Murray. led the scoring uij
Jan 2. Klrksey. here.
lb. 99e Avenida
from New Concord.
eb
24Lyons 8.
.140Amil.Vine.- See Mrs. George
for the ereninO with 13 points and of much steel and other materials
Jan. t•Sharpe here.
Rae
sae
b.;
t
Concord. 39. Anse 22
costly to
24-Bes
111badeer. Route 2. Murray. or Orand
difficult
are
which
and
8
with
next
came
Saunders
Jan_ 9. Mor
- ltp
Friday night. December 5. saw Bogle for the visitors placed third Obtain now.
-411119-Kyrd: near Penny.
-.
Jan. 13 Parb=re.here.
.
New Concord's well-balanced out- with 7 points. Lovett and Hues, Dr. Richmond also impriiised the
Jan 16 Marion hire.
TOR SALE' First class bird doe.
fit gain a victory over a strong hanan played nice floor gafffeirfor legislators with the fact that MurFRENCH
Kroger's C. Club
Jan. 23. Se -2taileiNhere.
. nig male pointer, good covey dog.
and determined - Almo quint by a the Tigers. Bogle. Aton and Hen- ray State College deserves considSi‘h•POTIIOLGrIbs.
Le
Pound
COFFEE 1-pound can
- Clifton Brown at Blue Bard Cafe.
Jan_ 27. TadoCah he\
15c
score of 39-32 on the Concord floor dircksun were outstanding for lidd- eration front the standpoint that
he
Jon_ 38. Marion there.
32c
32c
It was a. fest and brilliant affair b
Folger's, 1-pound can
Maxwell Rouse, 1-pound can
although it has the student, it
Jan. 31. Henderson there.
played before an overflow crowd
-does not have the financial support
Anse 12. Training Scheel
-Feb. 3. hayfield here.
t enjoyed thrills for tile entire s The
School to place it on an equal basis with
Murray Training
Paris her,
.
32 minutes of play. The wee" basketeers. under the mentorship the other teachers' colleges of KenB1
with
Sixteen
TourLittle
13-14.
••111115.
curtaina
as
played
game,
team
Vitamin
Enriched
Sliced Ls loaves 1
Twisted and
'Crater's
of Coach Edward Scales. put Up tucky.
Thiron
ESTABLISHED RAWLE1GH Route
rawer, was no less es..iterg as the a battle royal in the John W. Carr
Just becomirtg available in
Feb.:4641. County Tourney.
Alith, aggregation nosed out the Health Building Tuesday night to
County Exceptional opport
And he also struck a responFeb.27, Paducah there.
Concordians 16-14.
for right man Write Rawleigh's.
hold the highly touted Almo War- sive chord when he agreed with a
Tourney.
District
4-5.
Feb.
Ill..
and
Oliver of New Concord
Dept. KYL-181-205A. Freeport.
rains to a 3 point victory as the suggestion that some state agency
or see Marion Bennett flU. Ky.
Phillips of' Almo. at the center
a 12-9 should be given the authority to
Murray. the birthplace of MM. spots, put on apectacular offensive aorth Siders were held to
11.19-22p
score.
review proposed revenue bond inthreats to make'. at more or less a
tIrrhire7irlb.
n,k V•
GOFledneic
The Colts started fast and leaped sues proposed by statg institutions.
.
;:
2
two-man battle. Oliver garnered into a 4-1 lead which they held
The members of the Legislative
18 points while Pftsibps followed at the first quarter mark. Almo Council are giving much thought to
CAKE C. Club 2%-lb. box'
closely with 16.
shot 3 chaiity...,tosses and a field the preparation of any act to put
FLOUR Swansdown, box 23c
Concord controlled the omen el
to the Training School's new controls -on the issuance- of
oet for single free toss and a basket by bonds for the etectiOn of buildings
tipoff and quickly hat the',
Country Club Picnic Size Can
a basket to take a lead whietto v•-as Harms which placed the Colts. at stath institutions and for county
ASPARAGUS No. 2 can 27c
l"ar
13e
2never overeorne but- which ;seas in a 8-8 lead at the ha/f.
•
hool pommels which are -en inthreatened AVeral -trmei during
Coming out for the sectend hiW direct obligation of the state.
Staoliric6harnit whips
65c to $1
3 1-lb. cans
Country Club
melee
Oliver and Roberts 1
FLOUR, 24-lb. bats, prices from
trio took 3 points to bring the
Facts obtained make it clear
as
aIl
New Concord led the first gift
PORK & BEANS
e up to 9-8 in favor of the War- that the institutions should not bh
15c
ter attack for the winners hy ring.
- COFFEE, Peaberry, 1-lb. bag
ts.
turned loose to build up big bond29e
-cans
-ox.
28
3 large
DeLuxe
Ing up 5 points each while BucDurth, the final quarter, the ed debts which they cannot pay
57e
20c, 3 lbs.
hanan and Lax were adding a baso Itaining 'School here- held to a from revenues created through the
pans
No. 2 1
2
•
„COFFEE, I Day, lb.
MIX
GINGER BREAD
ket each. Almo's Phillips and lone free Njot while the Almo erection of the structures.
Dromedary
45c and SOe
'Young got a basket each and were outfit was atilsUalk up 3 points
BBOOMS
u-ite probable that some
qIt irSWAN Med. bar 6c Large bar 10c
Em- to decide the'
assoited by charity tosses
legislation to regulate these bonds
r.
15c
SOAP
Club
Country
15c
erson and Connor. The first OarCRACKERS, 2-1b. box
Wid?Ner.---Ctill SOO, and Harris Will come out of the next Legisla3 cans
TOMATO SOUP
ter saw the West Siders leading and Nanny looked" 'good for the tive session.
24-oz. bottles gec
Latonia Club
14-8.
CANDLES-Chocolate Drops, Orange Slices rite
Beale
Colts. Phillips, Connoi and
s &Ans.!.
oe
SODA'* ePriraysh,°Gt. dreapp
caben
-lb.
5
oer
e
r
e
a
m
K
nip
a
quarter
The
was
second
IrosY
and Peanut Brittle, 2 lbs.
score of 34-4. The Alnio "B's" had
•„i, •
played Peal for Almos
irAa b
D
e rr, *
GeE
0o1NB
RRA
O
Lal
and - tuck affair with scoring being
In the cortaireesiser. Almo Welly too Much size and experience for
well distributed by both learns,
1 Sc
STICK CANDY, all flavors, lb.
Murrayans.
Each quint scored 9 points in this took-the second team affair by a the

!Basketball Gets Into Rill Swing as
:College, City and County Teams Play

Classified Ads

KNOW YOUR

Ward Praises
Murray Prexy

t

.1

• c_
BERRY
2.
SURE
B
• .

An

srsio.- see,
•

,1.

CHOCOLATE DROPS or XMAS MIX "u"

33c
2
3z
H 25c

_ _

2
CORN c.
FLOUR c..c.1st, 89.

69c

30.

57c

•

r

I Salesmen Wanted
- -

9 20.1". 1 le
CLOCK BREAD
CRACKERS 21b.cb:. 15c DATES ..Dr=lag.k.g. 10c
21
P'NU1'BUTTER 23c SYRUP
19c
2Rtoluct.2r
CHERRIES
-15c
JAM (caRA1-11abE).
18. MILNUT3
20c.
25c
0. 23. PLUMS

Murray Food Market
PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONE 12

A

32Red

SYRUP

KLEX, 2 regular

15c

10c sizes for

50c, 10-lb. bag

23c

OATS, 3-Minute or Merit Brand, box

10c

1 bu.
MEAL, 1'

STOVE PIPES, COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS,
WASH TUBS, MOPS, BROOMS, DISH PANS
FRESH VEGETABLES, FRUITS,‘NUTS
DO- YOUR cHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY
DEPARTMENT
'
MEAT

_

PICNIC HAMS, whole, half, lb
PORK CHOPS, lb.

25e

PORK STEAK, haitt„pr shoulder, lb

2Sd•

PORK RIBS, lb:

19c
.. 13e -

CHITTERLINGS, lb.
.

PORK BRAINS, lb.

, : 19c
20e-

BEEF ROAST, Chuck, lb.
PORK LIVER, lb.

20c,

BEEF LIVER, lb.

2Sc

NECK BONES, It.

•

10c

•

FRANKS, lb.

17c

SAUSAGE, pure pork, country style, lb..

20c

DRESSED FRYERS AND HENS-Pound

see.eisedose

OLEO, witk- glasS, lb.

a

28c
.

stanza and the half ended 23-if,
New Concord.
Oliver of Concord put on a scoring spree to ring up 8 points early
in the third period. Phillips. for
the Warriors who was being guarded closely, hit only one basket
from the -floor in this frame.,but
was able to pick up 3 -points on
free throws. Again Ahne- was outscored„' 12:5, in the third--frame
ahead 35-26.
The fourth and,f1Cial quarter was
a defeesive -geed. with -each-quint
guarding superbly. Oliver and Elkins "found the hoop for a basket
each and Elkins made a free throw
count to raise Concord's score
39
Phillips, 'for Aloes, shot two
field baskets andeoung cashed in
on a charity pitc to bring Almo's
total -to- 32/ The final it •minutes
was Played on' an •eitatvbaSis -With
each
counting far,9-points.
Basel It, Lynn (breve 12
The Hazel Lions nosed Mit The
Linn Grce7e Wildcats 15-12._Triolai
night on the Hazel -floor. The
Lynn Grove Kittens were able to

B0 G GE S S
PRODUCE CO.
S. 13th St.

Phone 441

VEAL ROAST

TOLLEY & CARSON
WE DELIVER

PHONE 37

•
CHRISTMAS TREES

39c

dozen
APPLES, fancy,"-

10c

. . . -from 10c to 18c

MIXED NUTS, pound

23c

PECANS, pound

20c

BRAZIL NUTS As

s NthDey
lti
a
lonk

FRUIT CAKES . .

from 10c to $4.75

SHES

Ky. SORGHUM, reprocessed, qt..

Heavy Hens
Shoat HOW...--

DILL PICKLES, bulk,. 6 for . . .

__Highest Market Tries

2c
/
POUND 221

Cut from Corn
Fed Porkers

ROUND RED

2 BUNCHES

5

NI= GRAPEFRUIT 80 SIZE 8 FOR 25c
No. 1 Cobbler
No. 1 Winesap
16-pound PECK 29
25c POTATOES
8 POUNDS
APPLES
Young, Tender
TANGERINES
2 pOunds 19c
GREEN.BEANS

Mic

CHEESE, 2-1b. box & cheese cutter 68c

Egos

WHOLE or
HALF SIDE

. 25c
last

Dozen

19c

25c

FLORIWORANGES 288 SIZE DOZEN _ 15c

prisigers

'PAYING1-119:HEST PR10E.S fat- EGGS

12
c
c'unci 18c STEW Pound 12/

FANCY CUTS Pound 22c
Bonelets Pollock
DRY -3141.-Cr MEAT 15c
Pound
FISH FILLETS
- Pound IP*
Ssitsaro Cut Jowls
Sugar Cured
Independent 1.1b. cello. voile-.
Pound 17c
SMOKED JOWLS
Pound
CHILI
Govt. Graded Chuck cuts 93e:4
Pound
17,1124 U.S.
BEEF ROAST
PORK SAUSAGE
Fresh
41.2c
Fancy Full Cream
Pound 14
PORK LIVER
Pound 28
LONGHORN CHEESE

3.6c to $1.25

ORANGES,'my size,

CANDIES, pound

Sugar Cured
Smoked

PORK CHOPS

We Will Pay, Delivered,
Fri„ Sat., December 12, 13

115e

Club BACON
c.

CHUCK
CUTS

E HANDLE THE-BEST IN MEAT
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